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"With Malice Mwr NonjwithCharity for All, and with FirmaegygjhgM
Saturday. November 15, 1919.
ROY, Mora County,NewMexico,

"Volume" XVI.

MANY FORTUNES ARE
LOST IN SPECULATION.
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Revival Meetings
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A. J. Hern, section foreman on the.
at Roy, and Mr?. Alary
E. P.
Eula Fullbright, who came lat week
from Castle, Oklahoma, were married
last Friday evening, at Roy, Judge
Foster performing the rites.
Everybody knows "Andy" too well
for us to try to tell you rui. him
and we are "E pluribus ur.ui:. who
congratulate him and expect h'tn to
make her happy.
to Wal- His bride is a sister a
ter Fullbright, the new Tran.u'ev'.ine
man in Roy, who has lived hete for a
year and developed irom an íiHüiid
into a husky freiht wrar.gler unce
coming here.
One by one oar people are coming
to their senses and .'xWrj the rarK.3
anH "living nappily
of the ben-liever after." Now the next!

01 El PASO, Texas,
Will begin a Series of Meetings in the
Church, Roy,

üiiUilíiiHü

has accepted
The drowning of B. L. Con
position as clerk in the Fairview nell. editor, of of the Raton Re
Pharmacy, it will be a pleasant-e- r norter in the Maxwell lake while
place to trade because of her. out duck shooting last Thursday
He
i n most; dedorable event.
a
been
were
Raton
of
who
has
Lowery,
Liggitt,
C.
A.
and
Chas.
Soldier in Siberia, -- arrived home in a boat when it capsized and
y
last week and is at the L.H.Nun-le- the anchor held it so they could
home. He is sure that Albert not paddle to shore until they
Branch came on the last trans were exhausted, and he let go
port and may be home now most and sank. Mr. Liggitt held on
Misa Gladys Hern

j

ín-i-

Sunday, November 16,
Rev, McClure brought the Messaga with
Power on his former visit here.' He will again!

Be present Sunday Morning,
Come to Every Service of the Series.
,

'
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Mrs. C. L. Justice and children went
out to her mothers, the Henry Mitchell homel near Liberty, Monday with
Mrs. Hugh Mitchell to visit and
to help cook for threshers.
It is a lark to' get back home even n
pensión is strenuous. Meanwhile
C. L. is batching it at home.

Factor.

Alter every war in wmcn tne united
States has participated, the people of
the country have lined up waiting for
opportunity to plunge into, the current
of inconsidered speculation. Hundreds,
of millions of dollars have been lost
in these unwise ventures in the past
and billions are being lost to investors
in the present craze for stock gambling.

It apparently makes little difference
that these speculations may be based.
on industries which have been proved
profitable and legitimate. The production of oil is one of the basic industrial operations. Crude petroleum
is a necessity, it commands a staple
price, its production is a legitamatt
business, and stockholders in producing companies are making money,
iet mo.'tí fortunes have been lost in
oil stocks and oil lands than in any
other speculation.
The first oil boom in this country
in the early '(Hh, just after
Edwin L. Drake and his driller, "Lincle
Killy bmitn, brougnt in trie nist arm-t- i
ed well in Pennsylvania. WiUi the
news of Drake's success, oeople from
all over the nation flocked lo Vano
county in the hope of "striking oil"
and mik iir a !Hv3 over night.
i.;.na in iavoidtue localities so'd
readi'y from $0,000 to $7,000 an acre
and f:irm3 brought from $500,000 to
51,000.000 each. Specu'ation of every
,)osiule sort among all classes wenc.
?n to UC'h an unbridled extent that it

and was rescued.
Mr. Connell was one of the
Thursday;
left
Leffler
Clarence
ew Democratic editors left in
RnoV. Ark. where he N. M. and a fine fellow,
i.ittU
He
AVI.
iwiu
A car of coal was set out for
will work' at his his trade of ex eaves a wife and two small chil
The schools of Roy celebrated
Dnw Vi1" been n
The Red o
pert glass blower all winter.
Armistice Day, if no one else Hoy Sunday, in answer to astren
dren.
success in Roy a'.tho the wor'. r.'s
only
takes
"Bine" claims it
did. They organized a parade oiM demand bv Mayor Brown
have not been aole to pet out of town
T, E. Mitchell was at State under the direction of their Prin- through the medium of Governor much. Last Saturday they had passed
goose's sense to migrate south in
and are
the Sail, put common sense die Co'ifege N, M. last week on ranch cisal and teachers, sang patriotic Lárrazolo there was 30 ton3 of the 300 mark in membershipsmark,
al
probobly over the 500
bissiness.
songs, saluted the Flag, and coal and it was divided in half now
tatos his return.
though not checked up fully durum
around the school ton lots, citizens sending their the week.
marched
;Mrs. Lonny Maib enjoyed a grounds, then down and paraded own teams for it. Mayor Brown
'Owen Clay, who farmed the
A more attractive r efficient
by
anv
produced
be
year
left
visit from her father last week. tlie principal streets and listened personally supervised the distri- of solicitors can't
íi r.Me farm tiiis
town of any size in the state and, with
He Wll
fnr- the past.
to a four minute speech by P. M. bution' and the last lamp was "ffirient planning and management by
Mr. B. B. Hayes who has been Jonnson, sang moro patriotic gone by eleven o'clock.
spend the winter in California,
leaders whose hearts are in the work
practical Christianity and the fulin Roy the pastthree months in songs, gave their cla&s yells and
This has relieved the situation of
his
of the big Ideal, no wonder
to
filment
returned
Wagner
Peter
the interest of oil leasing, left marched lack to the school.
for a number of people but many it takes precedence over all the temTuesday.
ihome at Alva, kh.
Monday tor Tclsa, Okla.
It was a revelation to these more are still out of coal and it porary activities of the times. .
who witnessed the parade and will take several more cars to
went o Tueum
Mavor S. F.
The time is here agan whea
T. E. Mitchell and Son shipped realized more fully that the Roy supply the shortage,
cari again Monday to be there when
foes
out
setting
warning abator,
fifteen registered White-fac- e
Mayor Brown has commenced the McGee oil well gushes in. He is
ssrhmnls ran nut on a narade or
U)e
A prairie fire just now would
B ills, long yeai'lings, to the firm anything else they undertake proceedings to get more coal and one of many spectators who go as
close as possible to the well and renothting shorter a calamity.
of Pierce, (áates and Johnson, without asking odds of anybody. it is likely we will not suffer ser- nounce smoking while they watch the
Of course yoa are liable for al prominent cattlemen of Amena.
ious famine as the Dawson mines gas roll out in the form of wlátí.
smoke.
with
used
damages youxause but you
rhese bullsiare to be
C.C. Staab, cashier of the Col- are working full time and a full
pay.
cant
you
so
out
which
burned
be
their registered herd from
fax County State Bank at crew.
Miss Virginia Martin spent last
to the pen for their raneis3 supplied withthcr- You trill
Sunday with her parents in Roy re
Springer, was accidently shot by
turning to "her school work in Miüa
it but that wont pay for thedam obreds.
a gun in the hands of Juan
the train Sunday.
ecsily
could
fire
age. A prairie
Mr. Mitchell has been making
another young man in the
destroy a million dollarsjw-atJtsupplying regis- employ of the bank, who was
a specialty-oMartin and family h:va mi.ed .o
The great coal strike ended on
the farm fer t'ie wiiiie
damage.,
tered bulls, in carload lots ta the cleaning the gun.
Medical aid Armistice Day. "God is in his Roy fromliving,
in thi ,1'o.vün hou.c
are
md
big ranchas and he has some of was rushed from Raton and else heaven and all is well with the north of the Schoolhouse. Mr.. Mari .;
L. R. Freeman, who pwroias the best stock to be found in N
has accepted a position with the N:v
where. The injured man s con- world."
ed the Jordan farm lOmitesrt MiiiiCQ.
Meat Market v.ith T. O. Scott in the
dition is considered very serious
this
Wildr.isn Stove and will butcher and
in
tora
staying
town'
is
of
as the bullet entered the right The State Tax Commission givesin 'ell the choice.it of meat to his old
out a fiatement of 1918 taxes paid
week with their son who goes to
Miss Bonnie Herndon, a sister
lung andcame out under the left N. M. .showing Lea County with 98.86 friends and nsw customers as well
school here. Mrs. Freeman s in of Mrs. Will Gilstrap, arrvied last
this winter.
shoulder. He has a wife and two per cent collected.
The Martins have lived in Roy sevAlva. Okla. sr an operation un week from' Gould Okla. &üd will
County is 10th on the list with
Mora
children:
eral winters and we welcome them
istaoily
old
their
caretcf
per
92.16
collected
Rio
cent
and
Arriba back.
attend, sakool here the rest of the
der the
County last with 68.19 per cent.
doctor. Lafit reports tme 4hat winter and will help at the teleIt is noticeable that all the DemoGeorpe Ray shipped cnt 400 lend of
Will Davenport was in town
phone office.
she is doing iae.
cattle Sunday to Kansas City. They cratic counties are among the onea
Mofax. He
his

any day.

Roy Gets Coal

Armistice 'Day
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Coal Strike Ends
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Mon-la-

Messrs Johnson and Leailiersnan
managers .of the Roy Theatre
have just iraeaived notice ;from
the Jewel Productions, jMewuor
that the most wonderful ylay
"HEART OF ÍIUMANITY" has
been booked for the Roy Theitre
January lat 21
for Thursday
greatest pJay
'the
is
This one
worth going
is
and
staged
, ever
the screen
on
see
to
imany mites

Mickey .Floersheira and family
Mr.
and his brother-in-laAbenhedmsT, were in Denver last,
week at ü family social event-The
boys ireturned Thursday and
Mrs, Floersheim and the baby re
mainod ior an extended visit.

!

a-v-

.f

sent
Vic Ellard orders his
to him at JUioenix Arizona i future. He has selected a '.arm
place to winter.
C." E. Ewers," of Galena ULan-saa homesteader who commuted and left Í0 years ago, visited
his land nearsSolano last week.
He talks of 'buying more land
here and getting in on the rise in
price that is earning.

s,

A

,

'

Mrs. Lelia

Taylor,

of the
Club of

Women's . Progress
Springer, was elected Secretary
of the Federation of Women's
Clubs at liatón last week. This
is an honor she and Springer
may well be proud of.

one.

S-- A

The Southwest Plainsman,'
farm pa.er at Amarliio,
will
use a inumber of She
ffiexas,
tjjiciures from our Special in an
.extra stunt they awe pulling n
hcicoming weeks.
Tibese cuts cost ue.a lot of man!
them
ef and we are glad (tofll have
these cuts
wodáng. We will
Earl Cable is z jiew addition to
at eoet lo interested parties
our list of readers. He' finds the
Your (Old home paper would be; S-- necessary to housekeeping.
glad fco print it if yoa ware to
W. J. Herrle, former homesend it to them,
steader and some tissae since P. 0
Floyd Wey and wife went to Inspector from Tueumcari writes
Monday to for cojees of the Special from AlPueblo, Calorado,
buquerque where he U still convisit his moiiier.
Ed Wendlaasd left Tuesday for nected with the Postal Service.
Jexas where he will spent the
Kate Dunbar returned home
winter if it suits him there.
from Albuquerque Sunday. Her
" Doc Pierce cara down froni trouble with the federal eourt
Dawson Sunday to look after his has been settled and she returns
Tufarm near Solano, lie reports all to her bosition as Nurse at
quiet and busy at theeoal camp. eumcari.
A hundred soldiers are there in
Some good mares to trade for
case anything does start but no
C. C. Moore,
a
car.
trouble is expected.
Mosquero N. M.

itíOPLílar

were pickad out from, his herd over
Messrs- - Ladd and
on Ute ,Cri(ek.
Rainbow shipped several car loíás the
same day to Oklahoma City to their
commission firm. There is still more
atttle in the country than ever before
and more feed in sight for thew. The
straw stacks now on the mesa
vo !(l have been worth thousands of
lollars last winter and will prevent
:he revere losses of cattle this winter
even i; it repeats the storms of lust

R. W. Boulware was called to
his old home in Kentucky Sunday
by a wire announcing the serious
illness of his father. He will be
absent for some tirr.e. His son,
Elmer cams home from Dawson,
Moniay.

The concrete walls of the new Bank
lullUing are nearly completed nJ
Contractor Carr and his crew will
soon ie putting on the roof. The bank
will spend .Christmas in the new qntr.

tersfltfll

goes

;11.

The fellows who have taken out
loans un their farms the past year
and 'hame thus been obliged to get
abstracts and pay up taxes and penalties to clear their title are lucky
They have thus escaped the probable
loss of their land through the manipulation of the law that allows sharper's
w'ho make a business of laying for
su3i .chances irom getting a deed to
their land wifhout recotwse by the
rigWul owner by paying a few dollars
back taxes vr three years delinquent,
Masy farms are for sale, especially
and many
the land of
valuable farms will be taken over
by speculators and those having no
moral right to them because the owners have not tax receipts to prove
that they have paid the 1915 taxes.
The scrap of toughly penciled paper
which shows 1915 taxes to be paid
is all that stands between any land
holder and being dispossessed of his
land by anyone who is unprincipled
enough to take advantage of the most
villainous law ever passed by any legislature.
We have warned our readers before
of this condition but we expect many
of them to ignore it and let their
business run along until they are dispossessed of their land.
It is a source of gratification to us
that a number who were slated for
confiscation have been fortunate and
careful enough to save their tax receipts. Since the records at Mora
were burned your tax receipts are
your only proteceion in the ownerhsip
of your land and there are many
scoundrels watching for a chance to
take it irom you by catching you napts

ping-

i.

jtli

that are best paid up asd the leading
Republican counties are among those
who are slackers Reason is obvious.
By the way, the Tax Commission is
elHQuently silent on the law that confiscates your land if you have been
ever so remiss in paying tax on .:
homestead over three years and also
on the fact that mines and mining
property pay only about 10 per cen;
ns much tax in New Mexico as thiy
do in Arizona and that they nausee
fortunes in Arizona off their minci.
Thy don't confiscate mines there far
the taxes either.
Bolshevists and I. W. W.'s are said
to "believe in a lot of things that are
wrong, among them the confiscation of
property and depriving people of what
belongs to then if others happen to
want Ü.
We fail to see where it is worse for
the Bolshevists to confiscate the mines,
mills or shop where they work than h
is for sharpers who claim to bé respectable, to secure the passage of
laws by ignorant Legislatures whereby
they may, by process of law, rob honest people of their lands by paying
taxes the owner knows not of. The
former is no more a thief and he is
not a coward, the later is both.
Various Powers Named.
Only the power derived from melting glaciers nnd snow caps Is known
as white coal, while other water powHut
ers ore termed "green cnnl."
there Is unother vnst source of power,
namely, that which may tie derived
from the waves and tidiM of the
ocean; and this Ik now termed "blue

toal."
Road Must Bi Kept in Repair.
Investment of money In new roads
does not become real economy until
provision U made for keeping these
new roods in condition' after they are
taillt. If a new rond Is built nnd then
allowed to fall Into disrepair, much of
the original Investment is simply
wasted.
How Busy Man Saves Time.

The busy business man no lonfe-need linger over such platitudes oa
"yours of the 0th at hand," and "we
are glad to be of service to you In the
matter." Instead he has his favorito
phrases numbered and filed In a small
desk catalogue, and dictates his letters largely by talking nuuibers to his
stenographer.
e

s.

r

farm near
is looking prosperous and well fed
as ever and has made a big crop again
this season. Another good crop or
two will either retire him from active
farming or make him ambitious to own
the whole mesa.
from

Ed. Weisdorfer, a brother to John

imorred to rher madness. A plot
of two acres Fold for half a million,
and $4,000,000 was refused for fifty
acre5, which had been traded for a
yoke of oxen lecs th?.n a year befor...
Hundreds of wells were put down, buc
their owners, without adequate capital,
or equipment, raw their means vanisii
and poverty approach as a result of
the unscrupulous and merciless dealings of the land speculators.
Then came the first of the gusln.'ts;.
In a year oil wa3 almost as cheap as
water, and prices almost ceased to
sales being made as low as
a barrel. More fortunes were.-lostbut demand was gradually stimulated and prices increased until triu
close of tha civil war The country
was ripe for another stampede, (
Ih-- . ruoh to i'ie riihok legion fol
lowed, and with that rush came thj
stocic
extensive operation of
In these companies people
fiom'all over the country were fleecjd
of their earnings a"d speculation in.
such fchares was tremendous. It u
estimated that the companies in Pennsylvania alone at this period had
capital issue of ovec
combined
$600,000,000.
and newspapers
Sane financiers
warned the public, but without avail.
An idea of the hold such speculation
had may be gathered from the facr
tei-cent-

,

that when a Pittsburg paper printed

as a satirical warning what repre
sented to be the prospectus of "the
Munchausen Philosopher's Stene and.
Gull Creek Grand Consolidated Oil.
Company" thousands of people wrote
to the paper for the address of tfie
company in an attempt to buy stock
e
prospectus repreThis
sented the company as having capital
stock of $4,000,000,000 with a working
capital of $37.50 and paying a guaranexcept Sunteed dividends semi-dailday. The Munchausen company, said
the article, held four tracts, the
Munchausen having a hole 16,000,000
feet deep, "yielding cooking butter,,
ale, turtle soup and bounty money.'"
The "Ananias and Sapphira Tract!
was small, only embracing 65,000,00fi
make-believ-

y,

o
Weisdovfer, came last week from
and ha3 purchased a 320 acra
"?.jm from Martin Rhyne and Ed.
edd adjoining our homestead eight
miles southeast of Roy.
Mr. Rhyne has purchased the Al.
Hanson homestead which adjoins his
land and gets his farm more compact
acres, while the "China and Hades
in shape. The consideration was $15.
Tract" was known to be especially
per acre.
"rich in tea."
Then
the bubble burst again.
Owing to inclement weather there
Floods and fires swept the fields.
was no Masonic Lodge Saturday night.
Production was not maintained and
The Village Trustees meeting was also
the wild cat companies toppled over
called off for lack of attendance.
right and left like a row of bricks,
carrying down to ruin thousands who;
I would like to meet the farmers
had invested their intire capital.
Scales.
interested in the
the inventor of modern drillThere is some urgent business that ingDrake,
methods, who knew oil as few men
needs to be done pronto or it will be
knew it, was among them. He lost alt
too late to do any business at all. I
his property in speculation and his-- ,
have no authority to call this meeting, family
was reduced to actual want..
but I want to meet the farmers, Saturmade up a purse;
day afternoón at Judge Foster's Of- His formerhisassociates
Subsequentto relieve
necessities.
15.
fice, November,
pension of
ly the state granted him
O. W. HEARN.
$1,500 a year for the services he had
Col-jrad-

Rev. O. W. Hearn went to Albu-

rendered the country.
This nation is facing a similar era
of speculation at present. The methods of fradulent promoters in selling
stock have been somewhat refined, but
investthe dangers pf
ment are not less than after the civil

querque Tuesday to attend an impor.
Convention and attant Church-Unio- n
tend to some other business matters.
This is a mission which appeals to
him and we see where he will be useful to the promoters of the new ideab
war.
in Christianity.
Repeated "proof of the dangeu of
speculation has been given. The
stock
E. L. Fuller and wife, of Mosquero,
most secure protection against the
drove thru Roy Tuesday in their car
is careful.
enroute to Pomona, California, where lure of such investments
regular,
saving
and
conscientious
and
spend
friends
the winter with
hey will
govern-- ,
in
investment
secure
and
safe
They plan to get to warmer climate beStamps,
Savings
War
ment
securities.
fore the weather gets much colder.
Savings. Certificates and
in their new Treasury
They will read the
They do not guaranBonds.
Liberty
home and arrange to have it waiting
semi-dailexcept Sun"dividends
tee
there to welcome them on their arrival
day," but they do guarantee security
loss coupled with sure profit.
H. B. Bohannon, the barber, has re- against
always cashable for more
They
are
turned to Roy and opened a shop in
paid for them.
the New Cafo building where he will than was
greet his friends in the same old way
WILLIAM MATHER LEWIS,
Director Savings Division,
and attend to their tonsorial needs.
Washington, D. C.
It is a tidy little shop and he should
make good with it. Roy is getting big
enough to well support two barber
The Fitzgerald home is fast assumshops.
ing the proportions of a house under
Born Novemoer in to iui-- and Mrs. ne skilled hands of Contractor Pl
boy.
Phil U Gibson, and will soon be ready to
Phil Miller, an
proud of him as they ever get.
S--
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No, 80. Act like a man with brains.
snld I would square myself with you
and with him, too. Well, I've done
both. Maybe you think It Is easy to
n
give up this stuff. There is u
dollars' worth of nice little things
In that box, small as it is," ,
"I cannot begin to; thank you
enough," said Pames. "See here, you
must allow me to reward you In some
way commensurate with your "
"Cut that out," said Sprouse darkly.
"I'm not so virtuous that I have to be
rewarded. I like the game. It's the
breath of life to me." J
"The time will surely come when I
can do you a good turn, Sprouse, and
you will not find mc reluctant,'.' said
Barnes, lamely.
"That's different. If I ever need a
friendly hand I'll cull on you. It's only
fair that I should , give , you a tip,
Barnes, just to put you on your guard.
From now on, I'm a free agent. I want
to advise yoti to put that stuff In a
safe place;- - I'll give you two days'
start. After that, if I can get 'em
away from you, or whoever may have
them, I'm going to do It. They will be
fair plunder from then on. Good

I
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Grauilark." "The
c

By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON

S-ee- ,;

THIS VJEM,

Ribbon Sewing' Sets
i

i'

IMS

:

half-millio-

Ho,,ow o, Her
Hani-Bev-

'

r

..

Tells How Lydia E. Pktldhara'

Vegetable Compound
Restored Her Healtli.

'

Philadelphia, Pa. "I was very walt
always tired, my back ached, and 1 felt
sicKiy most oi we

,
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CHAPTER XVIII

Continued.

,

"Yon take this one," said Barnes,
I will manage the other." He
was in a hurry to get away from the
house. There was no telling when the
government agents would descend
,
.
pon the place.
Barnes ' helped Peter to lift the
trunks Into the car and then ordered
him to start at once for Hart's Tav-

"and

ern.
"Ton can return later on for your
things," he said.
"I got 'em tied up In a bundle In the
garage, Mr. Burns," he said. "Won't
take a second to get 'em out." He
hurried around the corner of the
house.
A dry,

quiet chuckle fell upon
Barnes' ears. He glanced about In surprise and alarm. No one was In sight.
"Look up, young man," and the
atartled young man obeyed. His gaze
halted at a window on the 6econd
atory, almost directly over his head.
Mr. Sprouse was looking down upon
him, his sharp features fixed In a sardonic grin.
"Well, HI be d l" burst from
Barnes' Hps.
"Surprised to see me, eh? If you're
not In a hurry, I'd certainly appreciate
lift as far as the Tavern, old man.
I'll be down In a Jiffy. Stand aside I
I'm going to drop." A moment later
he swung over the sill, and dropped
lightly to the ground eight feet below.
"See, here, Sprouse or whatever
your name Is "
"Better hear me out," broke In
Sprouse calmly. "I could drill a hole
through you so quickly you'd never
know what did It," he went on. His
band was In his coat pocket, and a
quick glance revealed to Barnes a singularly Impressive angle In the cloth,
the point of which seemed to be directed squarely at his chest "But Tm
not going to do It I just want to set
myself straight with yon. In a word,'
I never got anywhere near the room
In which the jewels were hidden. This
Is God's truth, Barnes. I wasn't the
only one who was trying to get the
baubles, my friend. It was a game In
which only the best man could win."
"I know the truth now about Roon
and Paul," said Barnes significantly.
T11
"You dor sneered Sprouse.
bet you a thousand to one you do not.
The girl was led to believe thnt they
were a couple of crooks and that they
fixed me In that tavern down there.
Isn't that what she told you? Well,
that story was cooked up for her special benefit Roon was the Baron Bed- land. Hedlund came up here a week
er so ago to keep a lookout for his
wife. The baroness la supposed to be
deeply enamored of Prince Ugo. He
found letters which seemed to indicate
that she was planning to join the
prince np here. When he heard of the
arrival of lady at Green Fancy the
ther afternoon, he got busy. I adroit
that I am the gentleman who tele- phoned the warning up to the prince.
They tried to head the baron and his
man off at the cross-roadbut he

www

right b Dodd, Me4

ul Conptnj,

In.

"Nicholas butted la at this unfortunate Juncture. He made the mistake of his Ufe. Ugo Jumped back Into
his room. In less thun a second he
was out again. He landed squarely ou
Nicholas' back as the fellow turned to
escape. I saw the steel flash. Poor
old Nick went down In a heap, letting
out ft horrible yell. Ugo dragged him
Into the room and dashed back Into
his own. A moment later he came out
again, yelling for help.
There was
only one thing left for me to do and
that was to get out on the roof if possible, and wait for things .to quiet
down. I got out through a trapr door
and stayed there for an hour or so.
"Well, to shorten the story, I finally took a chance and slid down to the
eaves where I managed to find the
limb of a tree big enough to support
me just as If the Lord had ordered It
put there for my special benefit. I
was soon on the ground, and that
meant safety for me. I had heard Ugo
tell the others that Nicholas said the
man who stabbed him was yours truly.
Can you beat it?
"And now comes the maddening part
of the whole business. He said that
the crown jewels were gone t.The thief
was running downstairs when he staggered to the door. If we are to find
the crown jewels, my friend, we will
first have to find Prince Ugo. He has
them."

"I don't believe a word of this
yarn," said Barnes flatly. "You have
the Jewels and"
"Look here, Mr. Barnes, I'm not goyou again. That's
ing to double-cros- s
all over. I want to get that scurvy
dog who knifed poor old Nick. If you
can give me a lead, I'll try to run
Prince Ugo down. And if I do, we'll
get the Jewels."
"We? You amuse me, Sprouse."
"Well, I can't do any more than
give my promise, my solemn oath, or
something like that. I can't give a,
bond, you know. I swear to you that
if I lay hands on that stuff, I will deliver It to you. Might just as well
.
trust me as Ugo."
"Get In the car," said Barnes suddenly.
He had decided to take a
chance with the resourceful, Indefatigable rascal. There was something
convincing about Sprouse'a version of
the affair at Green Fancy.
Barnes told him that he knew of
Prince Ugo's, fight Sprouse looked
thoughtful for a long time.
"So O'Dowd knows that I really was
after the swag, eh? He believes I got

itr"I suppose

so."

"The only one who thinks I'm absolutely Innocent Is Ugo, of course and
Mrs.
Yan . Dyke.
That's good."
Sprouse smacked his Hps. 'Tve got a
pretty fair Idea where I can find Mr.
Loeb. It will take a little time a
couple of days, perhaps but sooner
or later he'll turn up In close proximity to the beautiful baroness."
CHAPTER

XIX.

Trip by Night and a Late Arrival.
Shortly after sundown that evening, the Rushrroft company evacuated Hart's Tavern. They were delayed by the Irritating and, to Mr.
Rushcroft unpardonable behavior of
two officious gentlemen, lately arrived,
who Insisted politely but firmly on
prying Into the past, present and future history of the several members of
the organization, Including the new
"backer." ,
Barnes had devised a very clever
plan for getting Miss Cameron away
from the tavern without attracting undue attention. ... She was to leave In
one of the automobiles that he had engaged , to convey the players to
Crowndale;
where they,; were to
"show," , In case of detention or Inquiry, she was to pose as a stage-struc-k
young woman who had obtained a place with the company at
the last moment through his Influence.
When the hour came for the departure from Hart's Tavern be deliberately engaged the two secret service men
In conversation In the taproom. 'Miss
Cameron' left the house by the tear
dodi and was safely ensconced In Pe
ter's automobile long before he shook
hands with the
and
dashed out to Join lier. Tommy Gray's
car, occupied by the four players, was
moving away from the door as he
sprang In beside her and slammed the
A

i

111?1

"rat-catcher-

fsee

Here, Sprouse, or Whatever Your
Name

is"

beat them to it If there was to be a
Bght,; they didn't want it to happen
I believe
anywhere near the house.
Hgo Is the oné who got the bnron or
noon, as you auow mm. nuw,
is
the true fctory of the little nffalr. '
"To go back , to my own troubles.
When I got Out into the hall night before last after leaving hei room, I
heard voices whispering In' Prince
Ugo's room.' I beat It up the stairway
Into the attic. : Nothing happened, so
I sneaked down to have a peep around.
The door to Ugo's room was open, but
there wa no light on the laslde.' He
yue to the door and looked np and
Mown the hall. Then some one else
-time out oud started to sneak away.

w

t

fm

gueu the

aex.

.

;

door.

'.Peter's

;
,'
efforts to stay behind Tom;

'

v

:

'

t

.Sixty miles lay between them and
Tommy Gray guaranteed
Crowndale.
that the distance could be covered in
three hours, even over the vile mountain roads.' Ten o'clock would find
them at the Grand Palace hotel, none
the worse for wear, provided (he always put it parenthetically) they lived
to tell the tale
The luggage had
gone on ahead of them earlier In the
day. - 'j
?Soon after ten o'clock they entered
the town of Crowndale and drew up

before the unattractive portals of the
Grand Palace hotel. An arc lamp
swinging above the entrance shed a
pitiless light upon the dreary. Godforsaken hostelry with the Ironic name.
; Miss
Cameron was warmly "con
scious of the thrill that had come Into
her blood when he carried her up the
stairs In his powerful arms, disdaining
the offer of assistance from the suddenly Infatuated Tommy Gray.
"Rehearsal at eleven sharp," announced Rushcroft. "Letter-perfecevery one of you. No guessing. By
the way, Miss er 'pon my soul, I
don't believe I got your name?"
"Jonrs," said the new member,

good-b- y

'

for the present

Stick close to your room till morning
find then beat It with her for New
York. I give you two days' start, remember."
He switched off the light suddenly.
There was no sound for many seconds,
save the deep breathing of the two

,

time, I went to a
doctor and he said
I had nervous
n,

which added to my weak
condition kept me

worrying most of
and he
said if I could not
stop that, 1 could
not Ret , well. I
heardsomuchabout
Lydia E.Plnkham's

rthe time

vretable

Com.
pound my husband wanted me to try it
took it for a week and felt a little betAbove are pictured two pretty sew- ter.' I kept itup for three months, and
ing or darning sets which are Intend- I feel, fine and can eat anything now
ed to hang somewhere conveniently on without distress or nervousness. "Mrs.
St,
a wall or .be suspended from some J. Worthlinb, 2842 North Taylor
'
Philadelphia Pa.
r
.
.
place-o- f
vantage on the bedroom
The majority of mothera nowadays
At the right of the picture
are so many demanda
an embroidery hoop Is wound with nar- overdo, there and
strength; the result
time
upon
their
with
row satin ribbon' and decorated
Invariably a weakened,"
is
bows having many long .loops. A nervous condition with headaches, back
thimble, spool of thread, emery bag ache, Irritability and depression
and
and needle case are all tied to the' soon more serious alimenta develop.
hoop or suspended from. it. .The small It is at such periods in life that Lydia E.
kitten of cloth, much dressed up with Pinkham'f Vegetable Compound will
a bow of ribbon on the neck, carries restore a normal healthy condition, as
Worthlina.
darning
in Its side and large it did to Mrs.

i

fui-nltur-

heart-shape-

Barnes went down to the dingy
d
lobby. A single,
electric
bulb shed its feeble light on the desk,
In front of which stood a man regis
tering under the sleepy eye of the
night clerk.
half-hearte-

Barnes was turning away when a
familiar voice assailed htm.
Whirling, he looked into the face of
a man who stood almost at his elbow
the sharp, Impassive face of Mr.
Sprouse.

(

run-dow- n,

needles
pins along its back. A little, tinkling
silver bell hangs on the ribbon about
its neck.
At the left two
pieces of cardboard covered with figured satin are sewed together along
the sides forming a pocket open at the
top which will hold needles, pins and
other things. A spool of black and
a spool of white thread are fastened to
the front of the pocket with a ribbon.
Small scissors are suspended at the
bottom, a thimble Is placed at the
left nnd a glove darner at the right.
Large plus with white heads finish
off the edge of the pocket and a few
safety pins are suspended on a bit
of ribbon at the center.

shamelessly.

d

Outguessed

The First Wayfarer Has One Treasure
Thrust Upon Him And Forthwith
Claims Another.
"What are you doing here?" de
manded Barnes, staring. He seized
the man's arm and Inquired eagerly:
"Have you got the jewels?"
"No; but I will have them before
morning," replied Sprouse coolly.
"Would you be surprised If I were to
tell you that his royal nibs Is hiding
In this town? Well, he certainly is,
The Baroness Hedlund has been here
for a week or ten days. She goes by
the name of Mrs. Hasselweln. I popped
down here this afternoon and found
out that she Is at the sanatorium, but
that she expects to leave tomorrow
morning. I made another trip out there
this evening and waited. About eight
o'clock Mr. Hasselweln strolled up. He
sat on the veranda with her for half
an hour or so and then left I followed him. He went to one of the
little cottages that belong to the sana
torlum. I couldn't get close enough to
hear what they said, but I believe he
expects to take her away In an automobile early in the morning. It la a
seventy-mil- e
ride from here to the
Junction where they catch the train
for the West I'm going up now to
make a call on Mr. Hasselweln. By
the way, what Is the number of your
room?"

on the next floor."
"Good. Go upstairs now and 111 Join
you In about ten minutes. I will tap
three times on your door,"
.
"Why should you come to my room,
Sprouse? We can say all that Is to be
"Twenty-tw- o

said" ,..,.,,

;

--

,

"If you will look on the register you
will discover that Mr., J. H. Prosser
registered here about half an hour
ago. He Is In room SO. He left a call
for five o'clock. Well, Prosser is another name for Ugo. He left the cot
tage an hour ago. Came In a jitney or
I could have got to him on the way
i

over."

:

.

' Barnes, regardless of consequences,
dashed over to Inspect the register.
Sprouse followed leisurely.
"Seel" cried Barnes, excitedly, putting his finger on the name "Miss
Jones." "She's in room 32 next to
his. By gad, Sprousé, do you suppose
he knows that she Is here? 'Would the
!
dog; undertake anything " .'
" i"You may be sure he dosen't know
she's here, or you either, for that matter. The country's full of Joneses and
Barneses. Go on upstairs. Leave
everything to me."
Barnes had been In his room for
twenty minutes before he heard the
topping on his door. He opened It and
Sprouse slid into the room. The Instant the door closed behind him, he
threw open his coat and coolly produced a long, shallow metal box, such
as one finds In safety vaults. "
"With my compliments," he said
dryly, thrusting the box Into Barnes'
bands. "You'd better have the countess check them np and see If they're
all there. I am not well enough acquainted with the collection to be
positive.".,
... i , .. r ...y
He could
Barnes was speechless.
only stare,
at this
:
amazins man.
"My God, Sprouse, have yon been
in that man's room since I saw you
;

",

j

.

open-mouthe-

Him.

Pauline Lord went to call on William Harris, Jr., anent an engagement
Just before he sot sail for Kurnpe.
"What's your salary?" demanded
Harris, after the other details had
been discussed, Miss Lord told him.
"Ouch 1" decried the manager, wlnc-Iii- jj
..
at the sum.
"Why, don't you think I'm worth
It?" Miss Lord asked.
"Yes," admitted Harris, "but I didn't
think you did."

Important to all Wcniea
Readers cf this Paper

CHAPTER XX.

,

:

night and

t,

my's venerable but surprisingly energetic bar were the cause of many a
gasp and shudder from the couple who
sat, behind hlirt ln the bounding car.
He had orders to keep back of Tommy
but never, to lose sight of Lis tail light
"Are you there?" be whispered.
"Yes., Isn't It jolly, running away
like this?, It must be wonderfully exciting to be a criminal, always dodg
ing and": ..,. ,.( :,;
,.:.(
"Shi Even a limousine may have
.
earal" I Oct
vi.a .. . ., , ' But If the
limousine had possessed
a thousand ears they would have been
rendered, useless In the stormy racket down-'- '
made by Peter's muffler and the thun- ' "All yon have to do la to keep quiet
derous roar of the xhanst as the car and look Innocent Stay out of the ban
(
got under way,
tonight Don't co B" tka dooc fif
r--

j

MOTHER

Thousands upon thousands of women
and never

have kidney or bladder trouble
suspect it.

Gifts for the Baby

Women's complaints often prove to be
else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
nothing

"Isn't It Jolly, Running
Thla?"

Away

one so.

Like

Then, with Infinite caution,
Sprouse turned the knob and opened
the door a half inch or so. He left the
room so abruptly that Barnes never
quite got over the weird Impression
that he squeezed through that slender
crack, and pulled it after him I
Many minutes passed before ha
turned on the light. The key of the
box was tied to the wire grip. With
trembling fingers he inserted it In the
lock and opened the lid.
"A
n
dollars' worth of nice little things," Sprouse bad said t
He did not close his eyes that
night Daybreak found him lying In
bed, with the box under his pillow, a
pistol at hand, and his eyes wide open,
He was in a graver quandary than
ever. Now that he had the treasure In
his possession, what was he to do with
It?
He solved the breakfast problem by
calling downstairs for a waiter arid
ordering coffee and rolls and eggs sent
up to his room. Singularly enough the
waiter solved the other and more disturbing problem for hlm.-- '
"Some robbery last night" said that
worthy. "Feller up in one of the cottages at the sanatorium. All beat up,
something fierce they say." '
"Up in
Where?" almost shouted
Barnes, starting up.
' The man; explained where the cot;
tages were situated.
'
f'Seems he was to leave by auto
early this mornln', and they didn't
know anything .was wrong - till Joa
Keep he's driving a car Mr, Norton
has for rent till Joe'd been settin' ont
In front for nearly half an hour., The
man"s wife was waitln', fer him up at
the main bulldin'.and she got so tired
waitln' that she sent ope of the clerks
down to see what was keeping her
husband, WelL; sir, him, and! Joe
couldn't wake the feller, so they climb
In an Open winder, an' by gosh, Joe
says It was terrible. The feller was
layln' on the bed, feet an' hands tied
and gagged, and blood from head to
foot. He was inconsclous, Joe says,
an my God, how his wife took on I
Joe says he couldn't stand It so he
snook out, shakln' like a leaf." ' :
"Is Is the - man dead?" cried
Barnes, aghast.'
'.': j
"Nope! Seems like it's nothing serious: just beat up, that's all. Terrible
cuts on his head and"
"What time did all this happen?"
"Doc Smith Aggers it was long about
midnight, Judgln' by the way the blood
co'gulated."
"Did they get away with much ?'
"Haven't heard. Seems as though
the burglar must ha' been more'n one
of 'em, I say wasn't satisfied with
crackln' him over the. head. He ptuck
the point of a knife or something into
him Just a little way, Joe says la
more'n a dozen places. What say?"
"I I didn't say anything."
thought you did. Well, If I hear
anything more I'll let you know".

But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-Root- ,
by restoring
Kilmer's
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such

men.-

....

half-millio-

,

,

1

tI.If

x.
reí,-

-

conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle

1

X

to set
the great kidney,
liver and bladder medicine, will do foi
them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
Kilmer
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
Vnu ran nurrh&M medium and
Pn.t
large size bottles at all drug stores. Adv.
what
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Narrow ribbons and small white celluloid rings help fashion many pretty
gifts for baby as may be seen In the
picture above. Flowerlike bells of
ribbon In which safety pins simulate
stamens hang at the end of narrow
ribbons, that are suspended from a
small ring under a little bow. An.

'

,

Swamp-Root-

Record Hurricane Damage.
The worst hurricane of which any
record exists was that of October 10,
1780, which started In the Barbadoes.
An English fleet anchored off St. Lucln
simply disappeared.
Nearly every
building on the island was blown
down and 6,000 people buried,

other pincushion for baby has the
Seme people are always complainhours of the day painted on It and ing about their poverty who are rich
hangs by narrow ribbons from a rlrig. without knowing It, ',
Bows, loops and rings decorate thfe
cushion nt the bottom, making place
for severat sizes of safety pins. A
bow and long end conceal, a common
i
When toe
pin that Is thrust Into one of the numIhead feels thick
bers on the clock to Indicate the hour
jor acnes, wnen
jone feels all out-when baby Is to be fed. Below this
-- per
pretty gift is a strand of very .gayly
nal a coated
colored beads and at the right a band
tongue it is the
crocheted of silk floss, edged and
signal that poi
trimmed with ribbon, to be used On
sons are accumthe carriage to hold the baby safely
ulating in the
'
In it.
system, and
should be cleaned out at once.

MY, HEAD!
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Dainty Ribbon Garter?
)
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Sleepiness

after meals,

dizzi-

ness, acidity of

the stomach,

heartburn,í
ÍT

oneuBivo

U

1

oicatu

and allied ailments results from autointoxication or
Take castor oil, or procure at the drug
store, a pleasant vegetable laxative,
called Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets,

pf

.

and jalap.

es

'

Pierce's
Kansas City, Kans.5---"D- r.
Pleasant Pellets have been my favorito
familv medicine
for many years. I
....

in

mfLmd

Ribbons1 and laces that set off the
faces, of fair, women, do not end their
usefulness In this way. Here they appear In Christmas garters of a daintiness and beauty that will bring joy to
the recipient. Ribbon, shirred over
flat elastic and ornamented with, tiny
chiffon roses, makes the pair shown
with wide flounce of lace falling from
one edge of them. The garters at
the right are made of wide satin ribbon shirred over flat elastic, with narrow frills of val lace set on them
and finished with rosettes made of
the same ribbon. Each rosette has
a bow of narrower ribbon at the center and three little blossoms of the
narrow ribbon,' perched at the edge
The rosettes and flowers are shown

separately.

raised quite, a
large family and

.

'

;

from the time my

children were
I

small

always

Rave'; them- the
'Pleasant Pellets.
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take and pleasant
TV

ill every
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never causing distress.
For slug- constipation or
liver,
iliousness there is no medicine that can
equal the 'Pleasant Pellets.' I found them
a great help to me in bringing up my
family in as much as they have irmny
times warded off sick spells my children
would otherwise have had." MRS.
MARY E. BRADLEY. 932 Homer Ave.

For Irritated Throats
'

tried and teated rtmtdy one that
take
acts promptly Aiid effectively And containa
DO opiate. You get that remedy by
kint or

THE
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bituminous coal miners to be "so autocratic as to stagger the human
mind," the executive council of the
deAmerican Federation of
clared in a statement Issued after ii
four-hou- r
meeting, that the miners'
walkout was justified, promised for
the strike the entire support of organ
Ized labor and asked aid and indorsement for It from the general public;
The Lever act, under which the .government acted In the court ' proceedings, never was enacted to apply to
workers, the council asserted, and Its
use against the miners was classed as
"nn Injustice not only to workers, but
to all
The
action was taken witBout the participation of William reoii, general jsec?
retary of the mine workers, who 'Is a
member, but all the remaining principal officers of the American Federation of Labor were present. The ctiun'
ell had been hastily, summoned together, and the statement which formulated' Its action was' carefully revised and rewritten by Samuel (Vin-per- s
and Frank Morrison, president
respectively, of; the
ond secretary,

SO DOES TRZ'P&UCEI

'

federation. i
'
The coinici in its statement presented nt length the history of; the
negotiations which led up to and precipitated the coal strike, declaring almost in the first sentence that the
officers of tho United Mine Workers
did everything in their power to avert
this great Industrial struggle."
The statement characterized the
action as "invasion of the rights of
miners," Intended to starve the miners into submission by cutting off
their strike benefits, and demanded
the withdrawal of the Injunction secured Saturday at Indianapolis "to re
store confidence in the institutions of
our country and respect to courts."
the facts in the case the
"liy
miners' strike Is justified," it concluded. "We indorse it. We are convinced of the justice of the miners'
cause. We pledge to the minors' the
full support of the American Federation of Labor and appeal to the workers and citizenship of our country to
give like iirdorsement and aid to the
men' engaged in this .momentous
struggle.
r ' .V''
;

.
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RELIEVED, MIND OF HOSTESS
,
Ll

PHILOSOPHY

California
Newspaper; Man Proved
Himself a Diplomat in Situation
That Called for Tact.

How Mr. Johnson Resigned Himself
to the Advent of the Unneces-- ,

TO THE RESCUE

'

4

!

''

sary Quadruplets.
r--f
.
... ,
Andrew Johnson, negro, of Korsyth,
Gn.i father of quadruplets, three boy?
ani a girl, never overlooks a business
opportunity. The day following the
arrival of the four pickaninnies, white
citizens journeyed out to the little log
cabin on the outskirts of the town to
!

While n Los Angeles publisher wns
nhruud, a few months ugo, with n
newftpiiper crowd he wns Invited, with
the rent of the pnrty to dine with a
duke uml duchess who were burdened
with a double last nnnie, such us
Kelly-Angu-

...

(.,

'eni over. Whereupon Andrew
painted a sign and nailed If to his
door. The sign read :
."Come and see the hnhie. , Admission, adults, DO cents; children, 15
cents."
Inch n diplomat.
Money rolled In.
The duchess, it seems wns apologiz"I sure needed a lot o' things n heap
ing for the dinner not being more
worse than dem four chlllim," Andrew
or something like that, and the salí). "lint you got to take ilcm ns
newspaper man, desiring to make her dey come."
feel nt ease. Just reached his right
hand across the table, took the hostess
In His Children's Eyes.
by the hand, und said :
In (he recently published "Tlieodoro
"Oh, thnfs nil right, Mrs. Kelly, all Itoosevelt Letters to His Children"
of us like good home cooking."
not a little space Is given to (he
Washington Star.
Here Is
iualiit sayings of Quentin.
one :
Sure Cure, Anyway.
The other day 'i reporter asked
An Ohio man is wild to have been Quentin something about me, to which
by
being
cured of rheumatism
struck that affable and uncanny young gentleby lightning, but no mention Is made
man responded : "Yes, I see him someof when and where the funeral was times; but I know nothing of his famheld. Anaconda Standard.
ily life." Christian Science Monitor.
The Cttlifornimi

wns In nn nwful

look

stew from the time the dinner started
ns to how he should nddress the hostess In case he fell Into conversation
with her, but finally, when the opportunity came, he proved himself every

for-nin- l,

When a bachelor meets the right
girl he Is upt to discover Unit lie In
the wrong man.

Experience.
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Sleepless Nights
and
arc closely
linked together with many
coffee-drinkin- g:

people.

I

.'

Ml

ms can e sr.ostutn
.

A

A

7 awholesome

cereal drink with'
e
flavor
a really rich
that meets the test of taste, just

,
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ISJAIICELLED

ORDERED

TO CALL OFF STRIKE
BY COURT.

Ind. Cancellnlioii of
Indianapolis,
the strike order, which since midnight
of Oct. 31, has kept 4(M,fMK union
tuminnus miners out of the coal p.:
was ordered by
of the country,
Judge A. K Anderson in the Federal
District Court here. Violation of the
war time federal food and fuel control
net, ns alleged by the attorney general's department, was affirmed by the
was not
court, who.snld that
only Illegal, but that under the circumstances It approached rebellion.
ke

Withdraw.
Washington.
The peace treaty opposition In the Semite scored another
notable victory again In their fight to
Americanize the League of Nation1".
By the decisive, vote of 50 to 3.1, the
Senate adopted reservation No. 2, after
rejecting every effort of the administration forces to kill if or weaken It
with amendments.
.This gives the
United Slates the right to withdraw
from the league. on two years' notice.
Red Cross Needs Big Sum.
Washington.
With $14 000 000 on
hand and estimated need for $10
to finish up Its work in Kurope and
for .$.".( MX1.000 'as an emergency fund,
the Ked Cross Is depending on the success of Its present drive for $15,000,-00and memberships to cany out Its
peace program for !V'0.

coffee-lik-

as the beverage itself meets the
test of health.
Economical, Ready Instantly, Delicious
t

.

Postum Cereal Company
.Battle Creek, Michigan ,
'"

,

Sold by Grocers and Genera! 'Stores''

Absolute

puritywith all Its

Jtrtaa lrmrm Eortnnm Bknd
Its sapsrtoi fOMM" Vfauna '
aod jroa (u Upoi 4un U.
111

ana

up

Uka

utMmtm

Is

Sorghum Blend Syrup

-

j

by aa axetMree anuses wMch make It whokaom,
ernwnwsl ana éalman faoss cane trova in oar own ftakis.
I mi nariH vMhMl 1Mb flsMbMi
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"Danderine"

one good reason why we

own virtues-- ia

know ytra

'Á.

Oh, girls, each an abundance of
'.hick, heavy, Invigorated hair; a per-!emass of wavy, silky hair, glorlous-.fluffy, bright and so easy to manage.
Just moisten a cloth with a little
Danderine" and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time; this magically removes all dirt, eicess oil and grease.
Out your hair Is not left brittle, dry.
stringy or faded, but charmingly soft,
with glossy, golden gleams and fender
lights. The youthful glints, tints and
Colorare again In your hair.

Hew Kedpe Book Seat FKEÜ
TatrowT Scott Sors Siswto.

Smi-

m mm,
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tr
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F L U E iM Z A?s:&im
Fever, Eplzootio

And all diseases of the bora affecting-- his throat apeedflr
cured; colts and bones in the same stable kept from having: them by nstno; ftPOHH S COMPOl'KDi 1 to I sloaesr
often cure. Safe for brood mares, baby enlta. stallions,
all ages and conditions Most skillful adenUnc compound.
SfOHN'S Is sold by your dructfst
SPOIIH MEDICAL CO., Mira Coafccm, tad.

a

doubling the beauty of the
hair at once. It checks dandruff and
topa falling hair. Get delightful DanSeeing the Bright Side.
Rather Mixed. .
derine for a few cents at any drug
Ihicon He's an optimist, you know.
"Jones has a nice Job. on hi bunds."'
or toilet counter and use It as a
Kgberl Ueally?
,. '.'
"What' I
; Í ,t
dressing and lnvigorator as told on
"To put bus son on his feet."
"Olí. yes; one of the greatest ever.
bottle. Adv.
Why, the other night on bis way home,
A summer .girl has many engagehe was held up hi the dark street and
ments,
girl gets the
hut
Talking of Weather.
had a dark lantern HuhIumI on him."
most rings.
Patrice When Percy proposed to
"Gee! I'll bet be was no optimist
Peggy he told her she'd see no more Just then!"
v v
clouds, no more storms. In her life;
112
"Oh, yes. he wu. ,. Me n looking
lie Intended that all should be sunshine on tlue bright fhle of the lantern even
for her.
then."
Alice That's so much like Percy.
He never could talk' about anything
ASPIRIN FOR COLDS
but the weather.
Besides

!
'

Itr

J

...

.

i

Millions

used last year
to KILL COLDS

:

U ILL'S

Shsve With Cuticura Soap
And double your razor efficiency as
well as promote skin purity, skin comfort and skin health. ' No mug, no

Name

"Bayer" is on Cenoinf

CASCARA

say Bayer

Aspirin

slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no
Irritation even when shaved twice
daily. One soap for all uses shaving,
bathing and shampooing. Adv.
.

Horn Headlight.
An ''automobile bom mid headlight
iiave been combined by an inventor. Hie

Sound being produced back of the
anil issuing around It. ;

I.

Vir

Insist on
a "Bayer package," containing proper directions for Colds, Pain, Head-tchNeuralgia, Lumbago, and Rhea-iiatisName "Bayer" means genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
nineteen years. Handy tin boxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin is trade
mark of Bayer Manufacture of
of Snlleyllcacld. Adv.
in

e,

J8S8.

(Seal) A. W. Gleason, Notary Public.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is taken Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
F. J. "heney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

F. i.

Cheney

& Co., Toledo,

Ohio.

His Lack of Consideration.
ain't got no respect lit all
for his help!" grumbled Farmer Flint's
hired man. "Why, consaru li id, he'd
just us quick call me a fool as he
!" Kansas
would bis own
City Star.

The Pacheeo Cattle Co..
of California, recently
markdUHl UOtrinierr-l- I
Biwrthurn aleara weighina:
1,616 Iba , ott
raes. Tomo
ateerc ha4 never tasted
rain nor bar eieepk Um
Taller at wentns- time.
Thrr had bota alie and
quality, which la a h inborn onanitrlitle. It pava
Hbonbuma,
to
The
eiwiiaregKMloiUers. Th
breed oulora are
whii
and roan. JTor information write to toe
A morirán
Shorthorn Breeders' Assorlatlnaj
13 Dexter I'ark Ave.
Chicuco, I1L
"X-.ff'-

-'-

rl.

PAKrCER'S

"My bosx

HAIR BALSAM
ReaoTiilianlraS-8tiJalialrliaiUn-

ti

I

Diluted.
Author "I assure you, sir, here is
a punch in my play." Manager
"Ves.
there Is; milk punch."
I

hard to graft the olive branch
tipo" the blackthorn.
Is

--

li'.l -

AIM.

And a

(Ml

m.t

draMHKtM.

son-in-la-

The Reason.

"That girl swimmer
It

xx

GROW SHORTHORN BEEF
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
Ounty ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
ft Co., doing business In the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
ald firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured bv the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A.

i3

QUININE

4 cold remedy tor JO years
tablet tora asi, ears, so
breaks up a cold in 14
opiate
v
ra relieves gnp w a
back if it rail. The
fenulns boa has a Sed
p viiD' air, nui a
iv: ñ u
W.
W
XV X picture.AttDrmg Stwr
At

i

ringing voice."
"Probably she is

n

has such

diving belle."

Remores Orna
HINDERCORNS
!
opa ail pata, ensures eomfurt to the!
Cal--

klltVM.

ÍM..

iiklnfr eav. 16c by mall or at Drogl
Jlwiiilcai W waa, fato&uk-oK. I.
5

Ford Ownnr Arfnlfi Want. We nmnufar-tur- e
Ford neei'HHity which f lis on sight. fM
yuu WHnt to itiHke $100 pr week? Othfiii
makp mnrt
Vvr pari trulnrH
dl, Cnlora.lo
Motor Pro.lucl- - Co., 714 K. Colfax. Denver.
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Í Thereby PromotináDiíestion
Cheerfulness ana isv.umu.-neit- her
Oplam,Morphlne
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Three Dead in Blaze.
Three men are dead,
two dying and a number seriously Injured ns a result of a fire In the Wilson
hotel In the business d'strlct here, Between twenty and thirty persons, Including seven women, were In the
building.

AocHkSrtt

jktuttSm

k fcofttfiilRemedyfof
--

New York. Friends here learned
with great surprise that Mrs. Marjorlf
Tost Close, who Inherited the bulk ol
the $:t0,000.0(Hi estate of her father, the
late C. W. Post of Battle Creek, Mich.,
cereal 'manufacturer,
had obtained a divorce In the Superlot
Court of Connecticut from Edward B.
Close,, capitalist nud manufacturer.
Mrs. Close also was granted the rlgh
to use the name of Mrs. Murjorie Mer
rlweather Post Close in the future.

and reveriM"'"
LossoFStEEP
muiuin"1- -'

What isXASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains neither Opium.
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural 6leep. The Children's Panacea The

Mother's Friend.

Constipation and Vuurtee
J

Mrs. Close Gets Divorce.

nor

Mnerol.NoT?iARcoiiv

Atlanta, f!a.

,

Made by

I

000,-00-

If your case is like that, try
tí

Ai

11

STRIKE

Q

Ml try It.
iaam laúd

U. S. Can

"That old teacher we had was ns
tough as leather."
"I suppose that came from his pracIt is never too lute to break yourself
tice' in tanning bides."
of a had habit.

'

If

Pn-vlr- .

Washington, Nov. 10. Holding that
'the action of the government In Injunction proceedings against striking

TBE FLñüOfl LASTS

-

Hol-lan-

ON COAL

ment of the Netherlands granted a special eharter authorizing Its sale.
The good housewife of Holland would
almost as soon be without food as without her "Ileal l"hitch Drops," as tin
quaintly rails GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil Capsules.
Their use restores
strength and is responsible in a grest
measure for the sturdy, robust health
of the Hollandera.
Do not delay. Go to year druggist
and insist on bis supplying yon with
box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules. Take them as directed, and
if you are not aatfsfied with results your
druggist will gladly refund yonr money.
for the name GOLD MEDAL on
the box and accept no other. In sealed
boxes, three sixes. -

STRIKE.

NOW

'

'
Kidney and bladder troubles don't
They grow
disappear of thcBwtrres.
opon you, slowly bat steadily, tinder
mining your health with deadly certainty, until you iaQ a victim to ln
curable disease.
Stop your troubles wUle there la
time. Don't wait tmtil little pains become big aches. Don't trille with disease. To avoid futnre anffering begin
treatment with GOLD JJKDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules now. Take three or
(our every day until yon feel that you
are entirely free from pain.
This welLkoown preparation has been
d
one of toe national temrtte of
for centuries. In KiWi the f oremr

Let "Danderine" save your
hair, and douTJe
its beauty

COUNCIL.

GOVERNMENT

f?c

THROUGH HAH

HUMAN MINO,"

SAYS

dorinn

BETTER' LOOKiOUT!

v

"SO

)

KIDNEYS '. WEAKENING?

MOIST CLOTH

BACKS STRIKE
i

y

GIRLS! DRAW, A

"

ALraYS

gsiuiks-CASTORI-

Bears the Signature of

.

racSimneSijnatwe0

sr.

n

a
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

77

.

Use For Over 30 Years

Tho Kind You Have Always Caught
Hi

CBNTAUW

COMfANV, MKW YORK OITVi

THE

THE
Where Allies Got Timber.
Timber was essential to military
ns carried on dining (ho wnr
against the Huns. The chief wnr theater was northern 'Krnnce nnd timber
wns available hugely heeanso France
hud practiced forestry for generations.
Ono hundred years it bo the southwestern corner of Frunce, extending
from Bordeaux to the Pyrenees
was almost as treeless as"
mountain
llie prairie, and wns frinpted by wind
dunes which were constantly in movement, burying fields anil houses and
even whole villages. Napoleon called
In engineers and foreste;1.
These
liicii succeeded in holding the dunes In

Spanish-America- n
K

i

1st k it ku

A

imiiir i?.

1)13.

IRVIN OGDENr. SR.
EDITOR AND l'l'IU.lSHER
SubicripticD

Entefud as

Prr

$1.53

second-clas-

Year

matter at the

s

postotlicu in Ruy, New Mexio

o

:

':p, TiviVs
GOOD FtLLEXS

-

$C.D

"x
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BRING N THCK COPN PvN
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ce-ti-
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SAIÓ
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Willi

mantlnie pine;

It

Is illtliciilt

indeed to find

soino-thinj-

f

tnieiieun.

Disposal
J.

sale

M. GEORGE will sell

At auction at his place in ROY, on

Tuesday, Nov. 25th

40

Standard-BreMARES!

Business Lots, Fronting on main
Street, abutting on R.R. house-trac100 ft deep.
Liberal Terms.

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christian Churcn.
Your presence is necessary.
G. It. ABERNATHY,
Supt.

ROY

i

4 percent Interest paid ontcerttficates of
Deposit from 3 to 6 months, 5 percent for 6 months
and longer.

Services' 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month
t
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT VIEW-Firs- t
Sunday each Month at

3,'

p.m.
MILLS

Auto and tractor oils

3rd Sunday

Roy, N. M.

at

11 00

a. m. 8PM.

Fearn, Pastor.

O. W.

BAPTIST

If you have wheat for sale see

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W.'A. Dawn, Pastor.

John H.Moore & Co. Roy N.M.
Magpie Superstitions,
The mncplo has a lot of stories connected with his career. What 1 nir
going to tell you seems like nonsense,
but It Is a straight fact. The "mag"
of magpie was originally Marguerite
or Margaret, simmering down lata- nickname, Just ns a lot of human
Margarets are nffectlonately
called
"Mag" by their friends. Of the magpie
It is said that to see one is n sign ol
bad luck, two good luck, tlyce death,
four a wedding. Exchange.

i hi a

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Every Ford Owner Shoud Know
Just what Ford service

is, and why

it is

different from ordinary garage service.
The Ford Dealer is a part! of the Big Ford
Family.
He carries a large stock of genuine Ford parts for repairs and replacements and he uses only genuine parts because he knows immitation parts aren't de-

i

ll

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.'M. each Siwsday,
P. L. Gunn, Superisstedent.
CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2á "and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and'lOa m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

pendable.

i

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing

Wdkes-Electione- er

Town Lots,
4 Choice

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

CHRISTIAN

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

GELDINGS

and COLTS
of
Strains. Sons and Daughters of
"SYMBOLIER, 2.091 at
and other noted
sires and allied with the best speed strains in the world.
Also Carts, Harness, Boots and other equipment.
Thombred Duroc-Jerse- y
Brood Sows and other things.
Bills out next week.

$370.000.00

all visitors.

Helpful Service!

amson
Windmills

Sec'y.

Mee to at tlie Christian Church,
N. M every Sunday evening at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to

7

TOTAL RESOURCES,

,

LVi-K-

lioy,

vinas mük

stock

Wind mills, Well casing
pumps and cylinders, Gas
Try the new
pipe,

Stallions,

d

Roy T rust and

Farm Wagons &

beds,'
tanks

President,

HOMER IlOLMEfi,

Jeannette

Implements

,'

well-know-

Y. P. S. C. E,

P. & O. Farm

really new In radio communication. Things which are hulled na new
in the dally press are inoro often
apt to prove merely developments or
improvements along
linos,
And It Is in tluit class that the recent
tree norial tests nt Washington fall.
As far back ns 1007, experiments were
carried out in which trees were employed as aerials. In the recent tests
messages were received over quite a
distance by means of tree aerials. It
was also pointed out that messages
could be transmitted through
the
jgency of tree aerials over short dis
tances. However, In view of the remarkably sensitive receiving apparatus
available today, the use of tree aerials
Is no more remarkable than It was
back in 1907, with the relatively crude
'h.strumerits of that time. Scientific

Church Directory

Baum Bros

Trees a3 Aerials for Wireless.

vk

)

jiirtiilins!

y

and then they planted up the whole Interior of the region with the samo tree.
PiirJns the war this region was the
largest source of lumber not only for
the French army, but for the British
F.nd American anides ns well.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

HE ha3 a thoroughly equipped,
minute garage with tools that enable a
up-to-t- he

'Re. Fr.

Priest in charge,

Ford mechanic to efficiently and properly
make any repair from a minor adjustment to a complete overhaul.

Mrs. I. C. DODGE,
Miss ETTA IIORNBAKER.

LOIKJE DIRECTORY

NOW, WE are Authorized Ford Dealers a part of the great Ford Service organization which was formed chiefly to put
within each community a dealer who would
have more than ft passing interest in Ford
repairs and adjustments.

Dandy Heavy Horse Team, 6 and 8
years old, good condítíott also nice
team at a bargain and on
any terms ta sait purchase.
LONE Y DE WEESE,
Hosqueroy Nt M.

Felix Vachon,.

A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 53
Meet

2na and 4thSatur-

-

of month

da-j-

k.

Clown and Pantaloon.
to a little book on sym
Cfoniin
TOkk-uj- i
which J.ady (lenconiier h;u
piivatfly printed fur he: friends, iln
Iinrlriiuiiiado is of sacred origin: Tin
.ordeals throuirh which the harleuutt
(who is tin. Unknown) ami coiumb
bine (the Sottl) pass are the tribuía
tions of tl'.e spirits in the materia.
iase of existence. The . low a repro
scuts the world and
f..!y. iwu.iy, many , io'vs and pm.t-aioons nil over the. country are una
ware of this.
'
,fc-

1.7

.-.

eren vaius

of

coura3e.

clcarlv

not

adjunct

is-i-

.

-

Wolcott Russell and mother of
Springer were week-en- d
visitors
j
at the Robt. Holmes home,
j

Mrs.

Brand formerly

of the
Lrand neighborhood, died at her
jhome in Kennebunk, Maine, last
week following a surgical ojpera,- tion.
Mr3 Mary IIolnleg eltertained
i,
iher S. S, class last rriday even-tii- e
Dainty refreshments were
sprved.
j

understood how
.r cm.rauo i
nor tiau, if
man or
'eaip:;a'cd by good judgment it Is the
alnal!e of bas'nt'ss assets.
most
John i:i;sb:ino Walker.
It

,aiu:,b-.-

Liberty
j

ac-in-

TOURFOKÍ)
ING CAR. RUN LESS THAN 12,000
MILKS: GOOD CONDITION. PRICE
WELL DRILL FOR SALE
$325 00
outfit, modern, pood eor.di
ALSO FEW GOOD
tion. Reason for selling:: I am ioyin,
WHITE-FACBULL CALVES.
a bigger outfit.
G. U. ABERNATHY
JIM CHRISTIAN,
ROY, N. M.
Roy, N. M.
500-fo-

HIGH-GRAD-

E

ek

Will Build Them
We have the

1920 , ivioae l"K"s
on hand

713 Douglass St.

E. Las Vegas,

New Mex,

AUCTION

SALE

Wm, G.

Vfeitinsr

New Mexico
A. A. Wynne

f

f

"

.

i

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

r

ROY

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor

White

Offers the you benefit of bis wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale'
Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

Real Estate

NEW MEXICO

New Cafe

Farm Sales a specialty

Col. F.O.

at Law

Attorney

AUCTIONEER!
J

Sisters welcome

J. B. LUSK

List of Several Makes Billed
will be billed next week.
Wait For It!

ROY,

Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. 0. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra 0. Derées. N. G
Mr3. Grace V. Ogden, Sec.y.

oy Garage
at Nov. 15

LIBERTY
GARAGE

N. G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah

Cell

2ñd-han- d

D

Homestead Matters attended to,
Publications,
Filings
Fiial
Legal
Papers
drawa up
Proofs.
acknowledgements
and
taken.

E. J, Floeksheim,

Of

SECOND-HANFORDS
FOR SALE AT A BARGAINS

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

wel-

come.

Fords

fñl

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

01ras

are built

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

a

BETTER Cars

i

i.:o. o.T.

ROY,'and SPRINGER, N. M.

Eords

E

When

C. B. Stubblefield Co.

Dumping of tin cans and nuWii.-tfrom town on the highway aájoininq;
my farm I strictly forbid anil will
punish any person caught doing it.
A. PATRICKS, Roy If . INT.

Lucas has a now Ford

M.

All Masons welcome.

INCORPORATED

Optim.stic i nouyhl.
Thi tale of calumny wld'h has no
foundation in truth cannot long retain
its power to injure.

FOR SALE

F. S. Brown, W.

Irvin Oüdcn. Secy.

shuck corn. Will pay líe per
bushel and board. The ceim is
Rocque Reeder
good.
Roy, N. SI.

i

Geo,

Drive in or phone and we'll come for it,

MEN and TEAMS
Wanted to head cane in fieM and

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-America- n

Clean Rooms for rent
YVe solict your patronage
Pholos
For farm views

see- -

L.

K.

Deubler

Learning to Be Miserable.
Rlesslnss on tln little folks thnt
have not yot learned to he miserable I
Smiles nnd bright inres oro their natural meat nnd drink. We may all
How?
tsluy Just thnt way If we will
By putting tho very best there la in.
H3 into doing things for other folks.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN.

For Sale: Two Jersey Cows:
fresh in spring", one Jersey heifer, cne bull.
Fred Fluhmann,

TV-"!1-

HO

30E

30

'lifllllll'llll

HOC

'tí

Mills, N. M.

tG

Pick ford,

TONIGHT

l."Daddij' Loncf

'

v

tí

grapher finishes one more busy
day's work!
We do everything from Kodak
finishing up to and including
Life Size Enlargements.
If you appreciate a beautiful
Portrait of yourself or family
call and see our new line of Artistic Folders. We have the
best obtainable from the Art
centers of the East. Our prices
are just two thirds cheaper than
city Photographers charge for
the same work.

-

X

?

..

El Dorado Hotel

ft.,

,

Under new Management
-

L. E. Deubler, the Roy Photo-

V '
Si" V

til
,v

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

v

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

V.

v,

t

r

1

1

,

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
'
A quiet; homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the!
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

Will find this the

s

right place.

If you have wheat for sale see
John II. Moore '& Co. Roy, N.M.

DENTIST
H. S. Murdoch
ROY THEATRE
D. D.S.oi
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
SDrinííer, will be in
Roy Dec: 8 to 14,
NIGHTS,
early and let us examine
Call

Nov. 21 and 22

WE SUGGEST

Admission 25 and 50c

Give nice pptraits for Christmas
presents, there is nothing more appreciated than an Artistic Potrait.
Arrange for an immediate sitting
so that! may have time to get them
finished before the Christmas Rush
begins.

:

your teeth. NO UlAKUtt
FOR CONSULTATION.
Office at Kitchell Hotel

Show Starts 7.30

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.: Land

t
Clayton, iew mexicu
November 5, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Ora
ítmdhMr. nf Mosauero. Union Co.,
New Mexico, who, on November 4th,
1916. made Homestead Entry, No.
EV4-SSec.
022354, for
32, T. 20 N. R. 28 E. NEÍ4; Section
5, Township 19 N., Range 28 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice oi
intention to make Final Three Year,
Prnnf to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his ottice ac
Rov. New Mexico, on the lGth day
of December, 1919.

Othce

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
uuice at uayton, JNew Mexico
-

PATHETIC

limrai

Novemhpr !i 191 P.
Notice in herehv civpn tVint- ThnrUu
D. Hargrave, of Kephart, Union Co.,
New Mexico, who, on August 29th,
191Q, made Homestead Entry, No.

naff

RUINS OF FRANCE

for NV4; and

021Í909,

Ey2--

,

at

1,

Sec- -

N; M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Once Pretty VMIntjea Which Are ai
intention to make tinal Three Year
of
the
Dead aa the Remain
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Roman Forum.
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U, b. Commissioner, at his office at
Most of the villages of northern
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy, New Mexico, on the' 15th day
Frank Heimann. of Roy, New Mexi
France are as dead and cold a the e r
mm
co, T. J. Heiman, of Roy, New Mexiruins of the Uoman forum and not
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sidney Reed, of Roy, New Mexico,
half so beautiful. Here were no fc'rent
A. T. Carter, F. C. Mooer, E. L. co,
architectural splendors. No priceless Fvazier. William Heath, nil nf Ken- - W. R. Bradley, of Mosquero, JNevr
Mexico.
art collections. They were nothing
PAZ VALVEKUE,
but plain, humble little hamlets of
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
The
peasants.
plain,
Register
houses were destroyed and the simple,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
brave, hardy folks who iwned them
Dally Thought.
The graveyards
were also destroyed.
wh.-.t'
t In
What's gone anil
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of the men I had seen at Sol.fsous, should be pest
'"
c non
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
upon
silent
row
Champagne, Verdun,
November 5, 1919.
row. Here were the graveyards of
KOTICE FOS PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that William
Powdered Egis.
their homes, village after village, us
A. Rockwell,, of Gallegos, N. M., who,
des'td as the men. The only difference
Clilnrt Is one of the principal sources
ISOLATED TRACT
on March 15, 1916, made Homestead
was that the soldiers had been hurled
of dried and powdered e''S. M inn
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Entry, No. 021782, for SW'4 ot ec.
mughastly
while
these
underground
in
this
facturera of prepared products
of the Interior U. S. Land 24 and NWV4 of Section 25, Townshii)
Department
exposed
remained
country are said to he Interested in tilated wrecks still
17 N., Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
Office at C'aytcn New Mexico
to view, writes Elizabeth Fra.er in
the possibilities of dried and powderfiled notice of intention to make
has
Saturday Evening Tost.
Nov. 3,1919.
ed eggs, especially In view of the in"C" of
Three Year Proof, to establish
Final
of
kind
thin
ready-mixeThere was more ui
creased use of such producís In
the land above described, be
directgiven
Unit,
as
scenery. Ami more. And more and Notice is hereby
flours and in hakertes.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner,
A.
A.
fore
more. And at lust so soon doe the ed by the Commissioner of the General
his office at Mosquero, w. m., on me
at
Ihtt
exiej
mind become sated by niere
Land office, under provisions of Sec. 15th day of December, 1919.
na'i speiijcles
f horror 1 begun to 2455 II. S., putvuuntto the applicationt
rtninmnt: name as witnesses:
Transmigration of Souls.
feel welling tip Tiiside of me a vague of (Ircrge II, Ray,
of Roy, N M.
J. B. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M.,
A fresh youii;,' man was pressins au
irrnveagainst all Ue;
Cm,M v
iw.ji?
;:! fiffentiYndip MeGaha. of Gallegos, N. M.,
who evidently fel.t irritation
old gentleman,
,s, N. M.,
yards ol gaping, mulimtcd hpecieis oi
Imred, to give him an illustration oí
to the higher bidder, but J. H. Anderson, of Gallegos. N. M.
human habitabeen
once
had
what
U
II'.
of
Anderson,
showiii;S
-'
the transmigration of smh,
at not less than $1 75 icr
cre. at 10
VALiYüíIMT,,
tions f,T being so monotonous, so,
i.
how a pei'SolTs identity might he
"S ' i'A1 o'clock A. M. on the 7tlid:iy of Janu-arvso drably, blankly,
lTietilional,
Pe?ist
At last the old geiitleiiian
1Ü19 next at this office, the fol
same. I wanted them to
"Supposinj; you should die, y.uir
Sec 33
get better or Í wanted them to get lowing tract of land; SfJ-SE- l
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
sold iiiiglit appear in a canary hinl;
worse or I wanted them !.o be blotied T. 2íi N.
V. 'Jó E. NMI'M.
apnil;rhl
It
hird
canary
died
he
when
clean ol'f the map. Those mulilateil
The sale will not be kept open, but Department cf the Interior, U. S. Lan.l
pear in a liun or a tiger; again, it corpses
of town.,, with their stark ImOfiice at Clayton, New Mexico
will
be declared closed when those
might appear In a jackass and I
mobility,
their contorted postures.
is hereby given that Tijl E.
Notice
'My
say,
and
ears
might stroke its
ly.ng rigidly present at the hour i,amed have ceased Bradley, of Mosquero, Union Co., New
members
shattered
their
a
dear fellow, you have not change
The person making the hisf- - Mexico, who, on June 21th, 191C, made
outstretched on the pavement, began bidding
bit' " rittsburgh Chronicle-Telegrapto get on my nerves. They had the est bid will Ije required to immediately Homestead Entry, No. 022351, for
p:iy to the Receiver the amount there NVa SW'4, NMiSEV. SVzSWV, and
same still' fixity, the same grotesque
Section 33, Township 20 N.,
sprawl that one notes in a human of.
The Way of the Fool.
corpse frightfully mangled by a shell.
Any persons claiming adversely the Range 28 E., N. M. ?. Meridian, ha
A fool Is on- - who gees .through life
Final
I had heard of men blown to pieces
iibove described laiv.l are advised to filed notice of intensen to make
Tilth his eye.? open, but s;eeü not lie In bit'.le and unrecognisable,
J establish claim
Proof,
even lile
Year,
Three
n
or
their claims, or objections,
things his eyes were intended to see.
to the land above c. bribed, before P.
their Identification plates gone. Here
Instead of passing to one side of trou- were their counterparts In hamlets. before the time dcn'srnated for sale.
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, ac
ble, he bumps Into It, runs headlon;; The lieutenant, searching his map,
pa;: VALVERDE
his office at Roy, 1 .v Mexico, on tha
into brambles and gets stuck in niire. murmured doubtfully.:
16th dav of Decern' .r, 1919.
"It might be
12-Register
And sometimes he walky right into the A
15
hard
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
.
It's
or it might be
arms of fortune or happens to be John- to say."
Frank Heimann, of Roy, New Mexico
ny on the spot when fayors are being
T. J. Heimann, of Roy, New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
These nameless ones I put Into a list
Sidney Reed, of Roy, New 'Mexico,
distributed. Hut his streaks of luck all by themselves and culled 'them X,
are so thin as compared with the P.ut presently I gave it up. It was too Department of the Interior, U. S. Land W. R.'Bradley, of Mosquero, New Mexthickness of his worries and disappointico.
Office at Santa f e, N. M.
much like trying to count the volume
PAZ VALVERDE,
ments that they seem to "be hardly of ww tor in a reservoir by menus of an
October 31, 1919.
Register.
Samuel
worth considering.
hereby
1i.ii.5t
iriven
Notice
that
is
eye dropper.
R. Strong, of Roy, N. Méx., who, on
October 30, 1916, made Additional
Wolsey's Disinfectant.
He Is Coming.
Stains of Photus After Fixing.
Homestead Entry, No. 028084, fot
Cardinal Wolsey granted
s
Whenever
ago,
years
few
which
a
"Hut
short
yellow
or
stains
The brown
SE14,
SE Vi NE',4, NW',4 SEtt, E
to the people, or whennn
audience
show
said the side
and
are sometimes rtmnil on photogrnphif
Sectiou 11, Township 18 N., Range
he went anywhere where he was
prints after being taken out of the lecturer, In tones admirably adapted 24 Easi, N. M. P, Meridian, has filed ever
, ,, ,,
tn
ivlth n emvvrt.
for declamatory purposes, "we had note-.- , vf intention to make Three
fixing bath can bo prevented by ulx-In'
,.
l
Clll
iiun Ui'
mi
liiui
lie
iril
living
iHiiu:
a tablespoonful of vinegar In the here, as our greatest
yea- roof, to establish claim to me especlnlly prepared for hlei by removthat hideous human horror, the land bovu -- described, betore r. II.
water iti which the prints are washed
ing the pulp and putting a spongo
wild man of the Everglildes, who three Foster, United States Commissioner,
after being developed.
gur-resoaked with disinfectant and sweet
upon
times a day leaped
at Roy, N. Méx., on the 17th day nf smelling spices inside it.
and
unks of
December, 1919.
flesh and devoured them with terrible
Claimant names as witnesses:
ITo
yells.
feroettv and
Plumbago Mines In
Webb Kidd, Geo. N. Ray, Oicar
e
was In due course succeeded
most Important mineral
Kidd, A. I. Burleson, all of Roy, New
repulsive freak of nature you now see Mexico.
product, plumbago, Is known all over,
before youthe bestial and bristly
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
the world for Its luster, lubricating,
He will not work, he
bolshevik.
Register. polishing and binding qualities. In apnever bathes, but day and night kicks
pearance. It is a strong black crystalIncessantly, and In the unintelligible
Mora, New Mexico
line. There are now about 1,000 plumhuiííuaíre of his native
bago mines In Ceylon.
Complete Index to All Lands land screams denunciations of every
Probably year
and Town Property in Mora thing in existence.
Start on Trade at 3.
he will he superseded by
next
after
wood, metal and Ivory
Connty.
India
In
whito-eyert
the last Pedestrian, a
rnrvers betln to barn their trade lit
shuddering wretch who will leap IS
the age of three years and heenma
feet sldewlse If you will make a noise
d
Kodak Finishing'. I am now
workers by the time they ara
skilled
like an auto horn." Kansas City btar.
twelve.
to do all kinds, mail tliem

All work guaranteed to please.

I

L.E. DEUBLER
PHOTOGRAPHER

hard-tollin-

5t

5t

Roy, New Mexico

m
Forecast of the Future.
It will he R Krent tiny when wireo perfected that n
less telephony I

Why Ko Preferred Girls.
WHInrd is fond of )l:iyiriR with several little plris In the neiühhorhnod
and, on being questioned regarding
preference for Rirls, renin rlcert : "Well,
the Rlrls never ftflit like the hoys do,
they only argue."

Col. George

man can have n receiver In his hat
and he managed hy his wife nil the
time Chicago News.

d

R Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

1

Experienced
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Cleric furnished if desir"'
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t , ti take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

Farm Sales a specialty,

See me and get my teros and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-
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Pharmacy
Fairview Drug
Store
The Roy

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
0

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

a

lay-dee-

,

g

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS AND

EA3TMAW

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGHAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

NeWS
A

Stand:DMLY.PAPERS

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

MAGAZINES

Toilet Articles.

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

,:i,. .,

,,,,

Ceylon.-Ceylon'-

s

by-th-

three-cornere- d

pro-pare-

to L. E. Deubler

Cigars and Tobacco

blood-curdlln- e

,.

,

I

THr
FOREIGN

CONDENSATION

DISIMPORTANT
THE LATEST
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF THE WEEK
PROGRESS
Of
SHOWING THE
EVENTS IN OUR OWN ANO
FOREIGN LANDS.
Western Newspaper Union News B.rfle.

WESTERN
Using chloroform to overcome tlielr
victims, thieves entered tlie rooms of
Mrs. M. E. Salter of Waterloo, Iowa,
at o Dallas, Texas, hotel, and took
troiu her fingers rings valued at $1,000.
Division officers of the Northwext-srrailroad at Mason City, Iowa, announced that two passenger trains had
been annulled and; that way freight
service had been Curtailed because of
:
:
lio coal strike.' f,í ,
Hugh B. Sillier of JMioenix, driving
with remarkable skill and steadiness,
outclassed all competitors and won In
record time the transdesert classic, the
El Paso to1 Phoenix automobile road
,' it
race.
.i'r.''i K ) VI
With Water piauUing, between the
wide rows, and no prospects for cessation o mips, ,a .farmer near Kempt,
Tex., hitched a mule to a boat, loaded
in Jiis children and picked
'
,',
cotton,
, !.
, .,
The Crnino cereal mill of I he Gould
Elevator Company was In ruins tit
Minneapolis as a result of fire starting
from spontaneous combustion. Damage
completely
estimated at $200,000,
covered by insurance.
Five unmasked bandits escaped lii
nn automobile, after looting the Farm1
nrs and Mechanics' State bunk of
a Peoria suburb,, of ?21.71.
The bandits abandoned the automobile
tin the outskirts of Peoria. -- No trace
uf ,the five men has been found.
Charles Stevens, a messenger of the
Union Hank and Trust Company of
Helena, Mont., was sandbagged and
robbed of a package containing currency which was reported at $"0,000.
He, was found half an hour after the
n
robbery In a shed in the business
of the city, : unconscious and
bound and gagged.
Occupying a position that was impregnable against assaults by arms,
but forced to submission thru lack of
water and provisions, the last remaining forces of Emiliano Zapata's army
surendered to Mexican federal forces
under General Itovelo, according to
official advices received by Mexican
Consul Meade Fierro.
Jose Garcia and Miguel Cordova
were executed at Nogales, Sonora, following their conviction on charges of
I lief t.
One was hanged and the other
shot by n firing squad. The men were
executed in an effort to stamp out a
wave of crime in both Nogales, Ariz.,
and Nogales, Sonora, authorities have
had difficulty to cope with.
n

,

,,--
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40-ce-

.
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The first meeting of the council of
the League of Nations will be held In
Paris, the supreme council decided. It
did not, however, fix a date for the
gathering.
The Russian soviet communique received by wireless from Moscow,
claims the capture of 1,500 prisoners
in the taking of Petropavlovsk, 100

OF FRESH NEWS

.'

sec-lio-

.

'

WASHINGTON
,
Chile has given Bolivia an outlet to
the Pacific ocean by ceding; a strip
of land north of the- - Province of Arica, according to official advices re-

miles west of Omsk, from, the Kolchak
forces.
A claim ;hnt the north western Russian army oí General Yudenlteh, which
has been attacking Petrograd, has been
surrounded by the Bolshevist is made
in n soviet government wireless dispatch from Moscow.
Forty-on- e
persons were killed and o
large number injured in a collision be
tween an express train and another
train ct VJgerslev. Five of the six
coaches of the express train rolled
down an embankment after the colli
slon.
A wireless message sent from Moa
cow, and signed by M. Trotsky, Bolshe
vik minister of war, declares that the
forces have been driven
from the 'environs of Petrograd, and
that the city Is free from any danger
'
of capture,
The resolution of the many problems
the world Is now facing may be sum
marized In the single word "work'
Premier Clemenceau declared in his
keynote speech for the government
party in the parliamentary elections
campaign, delivered In Strnsbnrg.
'
After, an heroic struggle against
stormy weather and heavy seas, (he
crew of the American steamship Mo
dus rescued 650 persons from the' In
dia liner Fazllka, which went aground
on Nlcobar Island, said a dispatch
from Penang, Straits Settlement. The
Fazllka was so badly battered he
could not be salvaged.
by the girls of Ireland
with members of the British government forces has been, proscribed by
the Irish republican-armyAny girt
keeping company with a government
soldier or policeman will be penalized
by having her hair cut off. One girl
lias already suffered the penalty losing her tresses for walking o(i with
a soldier,
;

.

-

,

GENERAL
The amendment to the federal constitution gl'ing women the right to
vole was ratified In the Ifriuse at Augusta, Maine, In concurifnce with the
Senate. This is the nineteenth state
to ratify.
Dressed in pantaloons of the
variety, made of Mack satin,
caught at the knees and trimmed wllh
gold brocade, Miss A. Sheer relumed
to the United States on the New Am
sterdam. Miss Sheer said that women here would soon be wearing trousers, nnd that there was nothing startling In her dress.
t
A fierce northwest gale tore twenty
lighters and scows from their docks In
Brooklyn and blew them down the har
bor. Before they had been picked up
merchandise valued at $00,001 had
been blown from their decks, including coffee, sugar and telegraph and
wireless equipment intended for Amer
kniek-erbock-

ican forces in Siberia.
The' world lives In a fool's paradise
based upon fictitious wealth, rash
promises and mad illusions, dwlured
Paul M. Warburg, formerly vice governor of the Federal Reserve Board,
In a statement Issued on bis return
from Europe on the steamship Nietiw
Amsterdam.
He has traveled In Europe the last three months studying
the financial situation abroad.
Jack Deinpsey, world's heavyweight
champion, signed an agreement In Mobile to fight Joe Beckett, the English
heavyweight champion, In New Orleans
next March 17th, according to announcement by Domlnick Tortorich,
New Orleans fight promoter. The bout
Is conditional on Beckett winning his
forthcoming fight with Georges
The
the French champion.
bout will be for twenty rounds and
Deinpsey, Tortorich announced, will receive $125,000 as his share.
One soldier bus been killed and another wounded In the coal fields near
Knoxville, according to word received
at Nashville.
No effort will be made by Ihe.
United Mine Workers of America .to
have nonunion miners in the Pittsburg
field join the strike until after the injunction proceedings in Indianapolis
have been disposed of, according to
union officials.
A dying motorman's last act at
N. J., was to apply the brakes
to his car lest It coast n precipitous incline on the Hudson palisades and kill
thirty passengers. Thrown from their
seats by the sudden stopping of the eai
the passengers found the motorimin,
Alexander Rabb, dead from heart disease.
New York packers refused to grant
wage demands of several thousand
striking employes. A resolution wu
adopted setting forth that, this decision
was readied in order to support Hit
government In Its fight on the high
cost of living. The strikers' demand?
hour week and a
Include a forty-fou- r
The employers say
$7 wage Increase.

ceived In Washington.
Only three states In the ITnion have
National Guard
a larger organized
than Colorado at the present time, according to an announcement of the
war department in connection with the
miners' strike. The four leading states
in number of National Guard troops at
present time (ire: Texas, 11,7110; Minnesota, 4,284; Oklahoma, 3,050; Colorado, 1,800. ' Twenty-thre- e
states have
no National Guard.
Six employés were murdered and
more than $71,8!).") In American gold
stolen from oil companies operating
in the Tamplco oil region during July,
August and September, according to
an official report just compiled. Six
bandits implicated in two of the outrages were arrested, nnd two of them
publicly executed.
Continued pressure is being brought
on officials of the United Mine Workers of America to call off the strike of
bituminous coal miners. Definite assurance has been given union officials
that President Wilson and Attorney
General Palmer stand ready to attempt
an adjustment of the controversy that
led to the walkout as soon as the
strike order has been rescinded.
With the completion of the present
construction program of the shipping
board, there will be under the American flag 1,731
steamers of
an aggregate of nearly 10,000,000 deadweight tons. Fuel stations now are being established along the trade routes
In both the Atlantic and Pacific so that
the American ships will be aide to
make a complete circuit of the world that they are paying laborers $25 a
without taking fuel at other than week for forty-eighours and will not
American-ownestations.
consider the new demands.
Edge-wate-

'

d

Mexico will not be
American government
$150,000 ransom money
for William O. Jenkins,

Prohibition Is wiping out anotbei
Hitchcock's
landmark
York
"Beanery" oil Park Row. In this little
cellar restaurant, chatting until dawn,
sat such International figures as President Arthur and Colonel Roosevelt,
such leaders '"of Journalism as Horace
Slate Department. ... ,.
and Charles A. Dana, Greeley's
Greelev
President Wilson set aside Thursday, Novemoer 27th, as Thanksgiving chair still occupies Its corner and habDay in a proclamation which said the itues still point to the favorite sent of
country looked forward "with confi- Colonel Roosevelt, who, while police
dence to the dawn of an era where commissioner, frequently ' dropped in
the sacrifices of the nations will find after a night raiding parly for "lioel
recompense on a world at peace."
and."
asked by the
to refund the
which counsel
American consular agent at Puebla, paid bandits
lor the release Of Mr. Jenkins. This
announcement has been made at the

New
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and Arizona
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COMING KVKJiTS.

annual convention o
tli American Wining Conines., to br

Twenty-secon-

d

neia in hi. l,mil, Mo.. Nov.
The Rp1
Ohrlatmaa SU sal.- will
take placer all over .the United State
from
l to 10, 1819.
-

lina-mbc-

áñ

Silvestre Mlrabal of Valencia conn
ty, N. Me, closed a deal with tin1
McKinley
and Lumber Company
If there is anything a man apprefor 175,000 acres of the company's
holdings in the .mil mountain region ciates more than another It is a waste
The farmer of Mosquero, N. Mex. basket to hold things that he doesn't
who retvitttv held a farm demonstra want or a case to hold things that he
sen
tlon hi U !, town, liavo organised a does want.. Here are both these
happy
company lo finance a large flour milt sible gifts, made to match, and
is the man who will receive them at
which is to I'e built In ti.e near future,
Christmas time.
Tucson was chosen for the 1020 con
The waste basket has a foundation
vent Ion city by delegates lo the Eighth
of very light board, covered with a dull
annual convention of the Arizona Stale
d
tapestry and finished with
Federation of Labor just before ad
braid. Handles' with tas
Jonrnment at Phoenix. The selection seis to match prove convenient. A me
I
'
was made 'unanimously.
dallion of figured tapestry bound by
Ninety days lit the Yavapai county braid completes this practical iand
Jail was the sentence imposed by handsome gift. The case, iof papers
Judge Nelerer on Daniel O'Brien ant ti made to match the basket Samuel Thompson, who were fount'
guilty in the Federal Court of viola
iiion of the Mann' act,
.
.
B. 1. Council, editor, in ti iowner of
Ihe Raton Reporter, Raton, N. Mex
was drowned In Maxwell lake while
bunting ducks. A. C.' Leggett, OoniieH's
cHinimnion, had a very narrow escape
! r-&I.
.
from" a similar fate. The bout from
which the men were shooting capsized
Both men were clad In heavy1 clothes
and tieblur ki.ew how to swim,
Thorough analysis of waters in the
various cunáis under the Suit Rivet
valley project has been ordered.by the
,
t
r
V. jA iS k í
board of governors of the Salt River
Valley Water Users Association.
The
order was entered at the adjourned
meeting of the board in Glendale, Art
zona, and followed complaint of wa
teij users being served by the Salt
canal.
.
The State Highway Department has
A basket crocheted of. twine and
received notice that the secretary of dinned in shellac, is allowed to rirv
agriculture has approved project state after being shaned to suit the fanrv of
ment. No. 30, Involving six miles In its maker. It is then adorned with odd
Sandoval county to cost $48,738. This yarn flowers, as shown in the picture
section of highway begins at the conn above, and converted into a nrettv ha
ty line where It connects with project by lining it with silk and extending
No. 20, the proposed
concrete roud tne silk above the ton of the basket
from Albuquerque and runs north to The silk gathers up at the top on a
ribbon.
If one cares to nresent
within a short distance of Bernalillo.
friend
with
the ultimate in luxurious
of
Messrs. Vincent and J. P. Cantan
laundry bags, this affair will answer,
Rlverton, Wyo., spent several days for
it will grace any dresslne room
around Carrizozo, N. Méx., looking for and serve to
catch
range for 50,000 sheep for the winter, chiefs and neckwear. soiled handker
Owing to the long drouth in the north
ern states many of the big sheep men
are looking for other ranges for their
flocks for the winter. According to
reports the parties will lease a large
tract of grazing land near the Gallinas
mountains.
Harry Bull of Raton, N. Méx., a
trainman on the Rocky Mountain
brunch of the Santa Vé, which runs
us seriousfrom Raton to Cimarron,
ly injured by being thrown from the
train on which be was riding. Ball
was sitting in Ihe door of the caboose
and as the train struck' a rough place
In the truck he was thrown from the
car and both bones of his legs were
broken above the ankles.
At the completion of the preliminary
hearing before Judge Edward Mechem,
sitting as a committing magistrate at
í
V
Las Cruces. N. Méx., Major F. M. Sean- lantl of Fort Bliss was held without
bond on the charge of first degree nuil'
tier, to await the action of Ihe grand
jury In connection with the fatal
iwl

Citizenship'
It is the plain, public duty of evsry
to criticize proposed government measures believed to be harmful.
Swift & Company is in a better pos- -.
ition perhaps, than others, to understand the meat packing business in all
'
its relations to public and private inter--í
ests, even though the others may have
been giving the subject a great deal of
v
UÍ
sincere attention. '
citizen

-
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rose-coloredark-gree-
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invot vutu jUicoo CU1U UIOUIUUIC 1W
Maximum v service that cannot
monopolize because of keen competí- k'tiorilhd lack of control over sources
i M (supply is furnished "at a minimum
;i, of profit a , fraction of a cent per
pound frónvalí sources.
i ;f Therefore Swift & Company is
taking every legitimate step of citizen' ship
to prevent such interference."
'
These advertisements are intended
to help you, and to help Congress
decide what is best to be done. Mis- iakes are costiy ..and apt to be harmful
in these trying times.
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a Company is convinced that
wh ite legitimate business

interference

, function ", by governmental agencies,;'
however well intentioned, would, be an
man; íívoman j and
;?, injury ip,?ey
child who wants meat to eat,' a well
as to the men whor raise me 'meat and,1

Something íew in Bags

Hi

Swift

I.'

."

;

-

.

Let us send you a Swift "Dollar."
Address Swift & Company,
Union Stock Yards,
Chicago,

111.

;

Swift

&

Company, U.S. A.

Crochet Lace for Gifts

f.

shooting near Lanark,

N. Méx., off.Tohn

T. Hatchings of Alamogordo, who took
part In the El Paso to Phoenix auto
mobile race.
By (he fil'tecnlh of this month trains
will be running into the United Verde,
Extension mine through the haulage
tunnel at Jerome, Ariz.

Frank Murphy of Gallup, N Méx.,
Joseph's hospital in Albuquerque us the result of an accident
In the mills of the McKinley Land and
Lumber Company. Mr. Murphy was
employed as a sawyer nnd was caught
between some logs In such a way that
his right leg was broken in two places.
He was at once taken to the hospital
where he was given medical attention
and according lo the latest reports is
rapidly recovering.
A movement set on foot in Caminen
recently has us Its motive the repairing of the automobile
road from
Is in tlie St.

Cañonea, Mexico, to Naco, Arizona,
highwhere it joins, tlie
way. To raise n fund of $3,000 for
this purpose, the larger companies,
business Interests and automobile men
have been assessed a slated monthly
sum by the Cnuaiiea chamber of commerce. According to the present proposal, $500 per month is to he raised
to be expended upon the highway.'
Valenciu county, N. Mex.,' Won the
$100 prize given by the state headquar
ters of the American Legion for the
comity enrolling the largest percentage
of Its service men in the American
Legion.
Valencia enrolled seventy-ninfnembers. which was 158 per cent
of the quota allotted to that county.
George H. Smnlley lias announced In
Phoenix his appointment by A,: Mit
chell Palmer, United States attorney
general, as federal fair price commis
sioner for Arizona. He will succeed
Timothy A. Riordan of Flagstaff,
Nuco-Bisbe-

e

e

The girl who knows how
can express much devotion in a gift
to relative or friend by making crochet
lace to be fashioned into caps, trimming and yokes for nightdresses or
bags and neckwear. A
lovely-yok- e
in an Irish crochet pattern,
and a crocheted cap appear in the picture above.
They take considerable
time to make, but will last almost a
lifetime.
There are many beautiful
patterns for this work, which is very
popular roi"ilft8.
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The Poor Fish.
I'm sure in a dickens
of a fix now.
Second Flatter Can I help you out?
First Flatter No; you see while my
wife was away I let the goldfish die
and In order lo make up for It I bought Acid-Stonicd)
a fiwli and put It In the bowl, but she
found out it was a salmon.

gJDI0E8TS0n

Flivt Flatter

Caused by

FOGGY?
If

Bilious, Constipated
Headachy take

"Cascareis."

tt

.

'
Early Shopping.
"Yon are beginning ao say 'Shop
Early,' rather abend of the season."
'Not at all. If you want to get to
market before the best things are sold
you want to start not later than 7 a.
m."

Nothing could be lovelier or more
exquisite t' .n this handkerchief case
Snowy linens are the pride of every
made of handsome ribbons. It Is fit
for a queen and proud will the lady housewife. Keep them in that condibe who counts its like among her tion by using Red Cross Bag Blue In
Christmas gifts. A beautiful brocaded your laundry. 5 cents at grocers.
ribbon makes the case which is lined
Universal Patronage.
with a soft, plain satin. There is a
Ever notice It?, No kid Is .ever so
frill of fine val lace about the edge
and a very beautiful double quilling of dinky but some nice old' lady stops
ribbon in two shades is placed above on the street and says: "My, my!
the lace. Rosettes at the corners and What a big boy you're getting to bel"
Judge.
i ribbon rose at the center add other
glories to this bit of magniticenCe.
Scandal Is the biack sheep of the
family of friendship., .

Million, of people

In fact about

t

out of

suiter more or lea. from Indigestion,
acute or chronic. Nearly .v.ry ca. ts
cauaed by
There ar. other atomach disorder, which,
alao are sure signs of
belching, heartburn, bloat after eating, food repeating, sour, gassy stomach.
There are
many ailment, which, while they do not
caus. much distress In the stomach Itself,
are, nevertheless,
traceable to an acid- -'
Among these are nervousness,
stomach.
biliousness, cirrhosis of the liver, rheuma10
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WSSH0WsN.
WHAT BECOMES 0p
THE AVERAGE D0LLA

xZa

Tomorrow the. sun will shine for
you. Everything will seem clear, rosy
and bright. Your system is filled with
liver and bowel poison which keeps
your skin sallow, your stomach upset,
your head foggy and aching. Tour
meals are turning Into poison, gases
and acids. You cannot feel right. Don't
stay bilious or constipated. Feel splen
did always by taking Cascarets occasionally. They act without griping or
Inconvenience. Th'ey never sicken you
like Calomel, Salts, Oil or nasty,
harsh pills. They cost so little too
Cascarets work while you sleep. Adv,

Lovely Kerchief Case

J

"

Ill
111

tism, impoverished blood, weakness, insomnia, melancholia and a long train of physical and meqtal miseries that keep
in miserable health year after year.
The right thing to do i. to attack thes
ch.
llment. at their source get rid of the
A wonderful modern remedy called
easy
to do this.
EATONIC now makes It
On. of hundreds of thousand, of gratefuL
users of EATONIC writes: "I have beere
troubled with intestinal indigestion for about
nine years and have spent quite a sum for
medicine, but without relief. After
for a few days the gas and palns-lmy bowels disappeared. EATONIC i. Just
remedy
I needed."
the
W. have thousand, of letter, telling of
benefits. Try EATONIC and.
marvelous
the.,
yon, too, will be Just a. enthusiastic In Us
praise.
Your flrUBglst ha. EATONIC. Get a big
60o box from him today.
He will refun
your money if you ar. not satisfied.

iT?A7AM
L..Z3 fTQifTOUR

Rely On Cnticun
For Skin Troubles
AlMrnaaiRtatHnanSK rtff,tmjknt9ft AW! Titlnfitn
Bempie each free of "Catacsn, Dspt. B, Bastea."

Get the Genuins
and Avoid
Waste
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Economy

Cake

in Every

K. Coleman,.
vveartuiuMis,
Adii.a and book Iim
Bates reasonable. HlKhetn.rofereuc.es. iteataerriiies..

PñTiílTS

Wataon

lawyer,
mwnt
D. O.

Writ For Mississippi Map and HomeneeVsrs
Guide. Ad. Southern Land Co., Meridian, Miss..

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

46-19- 19.
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Why That Lame Back?

"

"

.

J. F. i Summers, 517
W. Lead Ave.j Albu- qiierque, N. M., Buys:
'Several years ago my
back became lame and
sharp pains pierced
Tnft.
When T stormed
over, It was difficult to

A.

It
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coal-blac- k
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ryjlkf.
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flpa hny m
continued taktno- thu1
pills until cured of the
lameness and pains In

lahed th

1

v

Pills deserve jauch praise."

ne

Gel Doan't at Any Stan, 60c

Opening of the
French nviutnrs,
Arabia, Persia, India,
Poland the traditional
1

world's Inbor conference In the
buildlnx, Washington. 2 Pomet and Beno-1s- t,
photographed just before their start on a flight from France to Atistnilin via" Italy. Greece,
Slam and Borneo. 3 Jewish Poles offering to President Pilstidski of the republic of
'
;
'A
bread and salt of friendship. ", ; .,
;
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CURRENT EVENTS
Government Refuses to Vacate
Legal Proceedings Against
Coal Strikers.

the contrary, the price was

CO, BUFFALO, H. V.

Operator! Declare He Has Misrepresented the Facta People' Attitude Toward Radical Labor
Shown in Mas-

sachusetts Election.
By EDWARD V. PICKARD.
Firmly refusing to be put In the position of compounding a íelony,' the
federal government has rejected the
proposition of the union labor leaders
that It abandon the legal proceedings
against the coal strike as a preliminary to negotiations for pence.
On Saturday Assistant Attorney
General Ames asked Federal Judge
Anderson at Indianapolis to make permanent the restraining order, thus establishing the Illegality of the strike.
If this Is done, according to the leaders of the miners, the strike will be
of long duration because the men "will
resist to the last any attempt at

Samuel Gompers

matters.
That the people really are waking
up to the perils of the situation was
fully demonstrated In the MassachuGovernor Cooltdge,
setts election.
who had taken a firm stand against
the striking policemen and had insisted on the maintenance of law and
and was
order, was up for
opposed by Richard II. Long. The latwrongful compulsion."
ter, running on the Democratic ticket,
In most of the bituminous fields had promised to reinstate the policethere was little change in the status, men if elected, and the contest really
though operators in Colorado and centered In the strike. The result, of
course, everyone-knowCoolidge was
West Virginia reported gains In proreturned by .an overwhelming majorduction.
Id several states the shortage of ity andTheradlcals, who had gathcoal began to make Itself felt and ered their forces to the support of
Ihere were appeals for the release of Long were crushed.
Of the other elections of the week
coal confiscated by the railroads; a
number of trains were cancelled to the most Interesting was In Kentucky,
save fuel; In some places the schools where E. P. Morrow. Republican', defeated Governor Black by a large pluwere closed for short periods.
prohibition
President Wilson gave to Fuel Ad- rality and the state-wid- e
ministrator Garfield full authority amendment won. In New Jersey E.
over prices, distribution and shipment I. Edwards, Democrat, who ran on a
of all fuel. Doctor Garfield delegated wet platform, was elected governor;
to the railroad administration his au- and Ohio voted wet on all four of the
liquor propositions presented, accordthority over distribution.
Such hroadly was the coal strike ing to incomplete returns. Maryland
situation at the time of writing. There and Mississippi were carried by the
In New York city Tamwag little sign of yielding on either Democrats.
side. The operators of Illinois were many sustained a terrific defeat, losof the opinion that the strike would ing ten aldermen and eighteen assemlast two weeks longer and that then blymen besides various other offices.
public opinion and the government The Oyster Bay district sent Lieut,
would compel the miners to call It Col. Theodore Roosevelt , to the asoff and accept arbitration, in which sembly with a whopping big vote.
President Wilson warmly congratucase the operators would agree to the
lated Governor Coolidge on his viclive-daweek. If asMired of adequate
supply of cars, and would grant an tory over the forces of misrule, as do
all good citizens regardless of party.
Increase of wages.
The Republican leaders also rejoiced
Samuel Oompers, who with W. S. because they looked on the resuJts In
the Ray state and In Kentucky as a
Stone, head of the locomotive engineers, has been working to bring about forecast of the results In the next
a compromise, made the appeal for presidential election. Democrats were
vacation of the Injunction against the elated over New Jersey, and the wets
strike, and issued a statement de- derived 'much comfort over the vote
,
demands made In that state and1 In Ohio!
signed to Justify-thhy the strikers and accusing the opDespite the apparent deadlock over,
erators of much wrongdoing and unfairness. The Intter retorted with a (he peace treaty in the senate, the Instatement saying that ..Mr, , Combers dications; are that aii agreement for
pronouncement was full of misrepre- early final action Is at hand. Secretary Tumulty arranged with the pressentations, continuing:
"It Is wt true that the operators' ident's physicians for a visit by
Hitchcock to Mr. Wilson In order
represen ta rtves walked 'put of Secretary Wilson's conference, leaving "Mr. to lay before hlni the entire situation,
Lewis with no alternative but to call explain the 'f vldent Intentions of the
a strike. The operators? repre)enfa-tlve- s ' majority oncernlng reservations and
obtain the president's word as to what
accepted President "Wilson's prohe would accept In that line. Over
posal hi it entirety, and withdrew
from the conference In order that mid over again Mr. (Wilson has said
their presence might not embarras h; tvpulil; acqept no chafase in the
Secretary Wilson In his effort to per- treaty or reservation which" would
suade the miners to take the honorable compel the resubmission of the pnet
jjrííVÍ o (hefothpf ;njitlons, and the majority
course llms jopeií :lo thnin,'
'
"At. the time of their withdrawal, senators are "taking cognizance of his
the operators advised Secretary Wil- determination. . Already they have
changed the Lodge 'reservations hyja
son that they would remain In Washington, awaiting his call tq further "sentence pointing' out that the acceptance of the reservations by the
conference.
Oomprt-spowers as required by the protrue,
as
Mr..
other
Jm:
ls''nrit
"It '
plies. that the1 WnWare'oot 'ptonilt-te- d pose! ratification resolution, may he
by the.operntors to work full tjme. obtained jthrougli an; exchange of
'notes. j iTbejCalwf planned o
The 'operators. XM've frió íemitñil Jver
the demand for coal. They can merely strike out the fourteenth; reservation,
stand ready to produce and furnish declaring t the ; United, States Is not
It when the public requires and Is hound to submit to the League of Nations questions of vital Interest or nawilling to accept it., :J.f
'
"It Is hot true that the miners re- tional honor.
According'' to Paris : advices the
ceived an' advance of 20; ceuts! á ton
In 1D14Í
v. treaty of Versailles will become effec"It Is not true that the operators tive on November 28, when the exa ton in change of ratifications between Ger
raised the price of coal
y
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DENVER,
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The night that Secretory of the Navy
Daniels and his party paid Kilauea a
visit the latter part of August the
in good positions.
level of the seething lava lake was
about CO feet below the crater's top.
Several overflows already have oc
curred. A cone which once Jutted WW We can furnish you desirable teachers.
feet above the crnter's top lias melted COLORADO TEACHERS' AGENCY
away Into the sea of fire. 'Two hours
. ,
turn Dick Uaar
after the secretary and his party left
4
Denver, Cola.
Ktttredg Bid
the main crater and a" second smaller
one, caved In, Joining the craters.
And Kilauea still is going strong.
As to the connection of all this with HIGH TENSION MACNETOS
Full tock of PrU Prompt 8er
game cocks? Oh, that's very
vice nil makes of Magnetos,
simple.
Genertttori' Motor, Batteries.
Many years ago, when the Islands
int Ainu ELtbiniw nrrkuuibK link
first were becoming a white man's
48 Broadway - Dmvwr, Cola,
land, Kilauea became angry. It roared
and hissed and sputtered and the
ground shook. Then the lava overEastern Auto Radiator Mfg. Co.
flowed and moved slowly down the
We manufacture and repair
. i R&fllminra for
mountain side toward IIIIo.
The native Hawaiians had been
Passenger Cara, Truclca,
Christians but a comparatively short
1 ractor, stationary tngtnoa
time. Their fright knew no bounds.
Send in your work for estimate
for the Island legends are full of the
1065-6Bntswiy Dam, Csltrtti
tules of what Kilauea did when Mine.
Pele, the goddess who lived in
Klluuea's crater, became angry.
So the Hawaiians prayed that the
,
flow might stop, but It didn't.
Then they danced, but that wos In
1- .1,
effective.
Finally, forgetting their Christianity
for a time, they sent a party by canoe
to Honolulu to consult a few remain
ing priests of the days when they all
worshiped the strange South sea
deities.
"Throw a black rooster Into the lava
flow," was the advice they brought
back.
The sleekest, shiniest cock on the
Island of Hawaii was picked for the
sacrifice, and while the maidens
and ARTISTIC JEWELRY
danced, the warriors cast the squawk
-KaKurACTCBIHQ
S.-f'
ing bird into the base of the lava flow.
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
In an hour the flow had stopped.
leth 4 Ctrtlt. twm.Cola,
Mine. Tele, the
goddess
WRITE OR OALL FOR OATALOQ
of the Island, evidently had been satisfied with a chicken dinner.
EVERYTHING
American residents of the Island be
lieve that if there Is ever another big
lava flow,
roosters will come L&rsrett in the west Lowest price. Highest quality. Write or call upon ut about
Into demand once more.
any Musical Instrument, Victrola, Records,
Rolls, Sheet Musio.
A "No" That Made a Friend.
MUSIC CO.
A business man went to two bank
1625-3California Strxt
ers. He wished to borrow $2,000 from
one and $1,000 from the other. Ly
man Anson tells the story in the October issue of System, the Magazine
of Business: The first banker loaned
him $2,000, but was so unpleasant
and condescending about it that the
Factory Distributor!
business man went back to his office WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY AGENCY
witli the thought "I'll never have any
I S62-Braadwar, Daw, Cate.
more dealings with that bank as long
as I live." The second banker refused
the loan Of $1,000, but be did It so bout anything wanted in reliable
graelously and with so clear an ex- merchandise for wear or, house
position of his reasons, that the busi- use or home decoration.
a
ness man left as a booster for the
bank, and said to himself, "I'm going
to put my affairs In such shape that
there will be no earthly reason why
this man, should not loan to me. I
want to do business with him." The
second banker had learned the art of
saying "No," It is a real art; You have
to practice it every day.

Teachers
School Officials
808-80-

FACTORY SERVICE

Colds

..J

Break
Get instant relief with
Tape's Cold Compound"

,

I
Quit blowing
Don't stay stuffed-uA dose of "Pape's Cold
and snuffling
Compound" taken every two hours until three doses are taken usually
breaks up a cold and ends all grippe
p

The pendulum of civil war swings
and forth with considerable
regularity In Russia. At this writing
It Is the holshevlkl that are winning.
General Yudenltch
and his white
army of the. northwest not only failed
to reach Petrograd but are now said
to be In a most precarious situation.
The reds issert they are surrounding
him, that they are receiving heavy
and
that bolshevik
troops are attacking him In the rear

misery.
The very first dose opens your
clogged-unostrils and the air passages of your head; stops nose running;
relieves the headache, dullness, fever--

back

p

.

from Luga. This, however, came direct from Trotzky, and he is a notorious liar. Consideration must be given
a report from Helsingfors that 20.000
Finns have secretly volunteered to
Join Yudenltch and are well equipped.
Denlklne's artillery has destroyed
Derbent on the Caspian sea,, and he
claims the Don Cossacks In the latter
part of October captured B5.000 holshevlkl. But he does not seem to be
getting much nearer to Moscow. AdKolchak's
Siberian
miral
armies,
which were defeated on the Tobol
river, have retired far to the east and
likely are still on the move.
The bolshevik government leaders
have reiterated their willingness to
make peace and to pay the old Russian debt if they are let alone.
had been dawdling along
the matter of railroad legislation,
but was aroused to action last week
when Director General
Hlnes Informed Senator Cummins that President Wilson had determined to return
the roads to their owners on January
1 whether or not congress had passed
any bill for their regulation. It was
recognized as Impossible to pass the
Cummins bill or anything like It at
this session, so work was begun at
once on a temporary measure to meet
the emergency and to avert a threat
It will
ened financial catastrophe.
provide for the restoration of the
roads to their former owners and for
continuation of the government guar
anty, hut all controversial matters,

ishness, sneezing, soreness, stiffness.
"Pnpe's Cold Compound" Is the
quickest, surest relief known and costs
only a few cents at drug stores. It
acts without assistance. Tastes nice.
Contains no quinine. Insist on Pape's I
Adv.
Cherished Attention.
"Salesmen used to be particularly
attentive to me because I spent a great
deal of money," remarked Mrs. Film- gilt.
,
"Aren't they now?"
"No; they regard my extensive purchasing as an effort to monopolize
more of their time than I am entitled
to."
;

"CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE
Look

at

tongue!

,

Remove

poisons

from stomach, liver and
bowels.

Congress

In

provisions of the
like the
Cummins bill, will be omitted. '"
anti-strik- e

General Pershing,, appearing before
the senate and house military commit'
tees, opposed the creation ,of an Independent department of aviation as proposed In the New bill, but urged the
concentration of authority for the procurement of airplanes for the army,
nd,p,ostoflJce df pa riroents,
tiavy-jA special army board has Just made
a report recommending that congress
enact an aviation policy based either
program with large
on a
appropriations guaranteed to
stimulate commercial aeronautics' or
make appropriations 'for 'ntr1 develop.
ment by the post office, war and navy
departments. If the former' policy Is
adopted the hoard recommended that
a separate department of aeronautics
be created; If the latter, that a commission under the director of aeronautics reporting directly to the, president
be formed to
the work."
Secretary Baker transmitted the
to the senate committee, stating
that he disagreed with both the proposals.
He 'said If a single agency
were to be created. It should be. appointed and controlled by the cabinet
members whose departments would
bo directly affected.
ten-ye-

' ",New

'

g

ton policemen. Public sympathy Is being rapidly alienated by some of the
methods adopted by union Inbor, and
In Americn public sympathy Is absolutely necessary to success In such

'

coal-blac- k

Germany Is excited over the revela
In a leading Berlin pn per of a
big communist plot for an uprising
this winter which, beginning with
strikes to cripple Industry, shall end
In the establishment of a soviet form
of government In close association
with the present bolshevik government' of Russia. The conspiracy, It Is
said. Is led and financed by Russians.
The outbreak Is to have Its beginning
In the Ruhr
district,
full of Spartacans, and Munich
and Brunswick will be among the
main centers of uprising.
The communists believe a large part of the
national defense army will desert and
Join their red army.

and his conserva-

j

It's dark.
;
Patrice Naughty, naughty.
"No, not that, but when It's dark
and n dozen men neo r you stund up
and start putting on their coats before
the end of the picture,- you can't say
unything because you're not sure which
struck you In the eye."

tions

tive associates among the leaders of
the American Federation of Labor deserve commendation for their efforts
to keep the radicals and anarchists
from gaining control over organized
labor In this country, but they are not
doing the!r cause or themselves any
good by giving their full support to
such movements as the coal strike,
the steel strike and the strike of Bos-

Are ; Better, Than Some
1317 BROADWAY,'

,'

Saved Scolding.
Fntience I like the movie

many and such nations as have ratified the pact will take place.. Germany has not yet fulfilled a number
of the provisions of the armistice and
was Instructed by the supreme council to send a delegation to Parla on
November 10 to sign n protocol guaranteeing to carry them out, and also
to surrender certain vessels and floating docks as a penalty for the sinking of the warships In Sea pa. Flow.

"It Is not true, as Mr. Gompers
states, that for the past several years
the miners have averaged only ICO
to 180 working days a year.
"It Is a fact, however and Mr.
Gompers could easily have ascertained
it that virtually every bituminous
mine In the country has on Its payroll a substantial number of men who
deliberately lay off from one to three
days a week when they have an opportunity to work."

gg:.:fers appeal is ih vaim
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Doc,

Gloíiiíng ííédyed
the

game coeks in
Owners of
Hawaii tire keeping out un eye. to see
that th? chicken hoOse ."is locked su-- j
v
curely every tliglit.
And that's all because the volcano
of Kilauea Is now the, most actlvs it
mis oft'ii lor no years.
Six months ago Kllaiiea was' sput
e
bowl of
tering away In Its
burning) limiten rock, with the level of
crimson ecu of boiling
lava 000 feet from the top of )he cra

1

siSrWIJ

stralRhten up 1 reail
of Doan's Kidney Pills 1
and 8 tar ted to
them. I noticed somiji
rener when I Had lin

(I

Fearful That Mme. Pele; the Goddess
Who Lives in Kilauea Crater, Is
Eager for', More Poultry ti'io
Furnish Her Dinner.
o

Case

'

RfiMOVf

Hawaiian Owners1 of Chickens
Are Sleeping, Lightly.. y

;

A New' Mexico

Ell

Deliver Directory

Morning lameness, sharp twinges when
bending and an all day backache; each
is cause enough to suspect kidney complaint. If you feel tired all the time
and are annoyed by dizzy spells, headaches and irreeular kidney action, you
have additional proof and; should act
quickly to prevent more serious kidney
trouble. LVe 'Doan'a Kidney Pills,
the remedy that is recommended everywhere by grateful uitersj Ask your
'

neighbor I-

FRECKLES

Diamonds

most-feare-
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MUSIC

coal-blac- k
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CARS end TRUCKS
ASK US QUESTIONS
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Chores.
Automobile Doe
Another way of making an automobile; do all the farm chores at a
small expense- for gasoline , has 'been
devised by Frank B. Welsgerber of
Salina, Kan. His invention Is an at
tachment comprising a frame with
a pulley at Its forward end adapted to
project in front of-- the radiator of the
car; the frame has a coupling connect
Ing Its shaft to the crankshaft of the
automobile, s that by Starting up the
engine It Is possible to operate the
threshing machine, saw wood, churn
thej butter, turn the ice cream freezer,
c'uf the fodder, turn the grindstone,
opérate the cream separator, or even
ljilik the cow If the iarnier.ls equipped
wlili sultnblW jnllklng apparatus. 'J Í J

mmmn

:

Kodak Finishing

-

Accept "California" Syrup of Figs
only look for the name California on
the package, then you are sure your
child Is having the best and most harm'
(ess laxative or physic for the little
stomach, liver and bowels.. Children
love Its delicious fruity taste.! Full
directions for child's dose on each bot
tle. Give It without fear, i '
Mother I You must say "California,"
Adv.
.

nl

1

No Smoker.
"You see that line house? A man
built that with the money he saved on
cigars."
"He must have been a terrific smok
er before he quit." i
a clgnr manu
"Hé didn't- quft-he'

facturer."
If a man Is unable to keep his word
he can find plenty more In the dictionary.
never thinks that a man

A woman

thinks she talks

re-po-rt

U

Boll Film

Dtó;:J

lio

PRINTS 3c AND UP j
Ou day Service No delays. Established IMS,
í
Bend ior catalogue.
j

Mile High Photo Co.;
a
Denyij Calo

324 17th Street

The Tractor Service; Co.
18th & Wazea Sta. Denver, Colo.
Repair Tractors, Automobiles, Trucks
and all Machinery, either in our shop or
your field. Write or call on us and tell
us your troubles. - WE HAVE REPAIR
PARTS ANO REBUILT TRACTORS.
tlstrlaulort

Colons

Unrest.

j

by Kill

inquired the man of ponder
ous manner, "whnt is the, cause of all
, j ,
this unrest?"
.
' "Well," replied the man Who always
tries to give some kind of an answer;
' I lean t undertake to. speak for. any
!Now,"

'f

'

--

.

V

f IKE IEEHAI SUDEN

TUCIN

vTaxiiemfjFcrs
Game Beads mounted
Fur Rugs, Tan and make
i
Ladles' Furs, Scarfs,
Capes, etc. Ladles' and
'Gents' Fur CoatH made to
order; highest prices paid
'or Saw Furs, Heads, et. write
or call for catalog wanted. JOHI
HQS., 1023-2Iroagwaf. Den, Mora
I'

j.t
í v'
? "H

ííj?

t

body except myself. Most of mine Is
caused by a family of Jazzmanlacs in
the adjacent fiat.".,
j.y.-- M
;f
V
T.
'"'
Direct front the manufacturer, j Write,
;
Only Wlnfls.A -phone or wire for prices. Car had
"How do you know it, was a stork
The Chickash Cotton Oil Co.
and not an nngei jtliat 'brought youi
Ú
- Denver
$00 L'S. Exchango
A
Utile brother?"- THE
1 'Cause I heard pa complain about
the Hize of the MU: and j' guess angele
r-'-OdscrC' '
'
don't have bills."
y

COTTONSEED

CAKE

5

J

Niüht

m m

BP

for fra

!

Machine Washes Car.
haa been 'Invented te
A machine
wusli the outside of railroad cara
as tlioy Vasa through It,
:

EVes
IxeébVoür
Clean - Clear . Healthy
Wilt

'

fc

Can took Muriw Co. Ulaf. USX

.

II
í

f

3

"
V
$

BtMr' a
1M roona

W

B

vMiumn

60o to H ao nloht
with pHv&ta
HQ0 and i.fc
BigM
Pseclai week rates

irt

hu

I 18th and Lawíuáer Sta,
: .
4!ockio tnleolínjwí.

i

-

"

-
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SPANISH-AMERICA-
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Wildman's

1

Special Offer

m

mm

CASH STORE

L---.

Handsome Set of
COOKING WARE

The newest store in town
Is open for business

-

WITH A CLEAN NEW STOCK OF

Given you on this occasion
only, at our Store a beautiful
set of substantial, useful, extra-goo- d
quality cooking ware-wi- th
your purchase of any style or
size, Great Majestic RANGE!

GROCERIES, Vegetables
While our stock of Racket Goods has not arrived,
We will endeavor to serve you with

The Best Things to Eat
THAT THE MARKET AFFORDS
Your trade will be Appreciated.
Come in and get acquainted at

Wildman's
Dont forget to bring your
Butter and Eggs

Gol. A. H. Gerard
Live Stock and Farm Sale

JL

AUCTIONEER

Gre at Majestic Range
Bargain Week
ovem o 2 j lo ls
4

10 years of experience
During (his Bargain Week

at Springer.

N. M. or write

,

Real Moral Courege.
When you re so devoted to doing
What is right tluit you press straight
on to that and disregard what ni"n
are saying about you, there Is the triof moral courage. I'hillips
umph
Brooks.

!

Lcokincj

one wetk

only.

special

value offer to you.

Luy your Majes-

tic Range NOW!

The price is the

fame!

Ahead.

Charles, pon the arrival of a small
brother, was asked If he was not glad
that It was a hoy so lie cnu'.d play
with lilm. "Humph." came the answer,
"by the time lie is big enough to play
I'll be growed up and married."

pics.

The regular

will be here

1.

Great Majestic

year complete set of fine cooking ware.
Yet you could not buy this set of

And you cannot buy

2.

3.

at

BIG COMBINATION SALE

practically its only cost.

Baker Farm
We will sell at public auction at the Chas.
ov.
M. on
N.
Springer
2 miles east and 2 miles north of
wit:
20, 1919. The following property to
2 span of heavy mares,
14 head of good horses,
brood sows.
heod of Duroc Hogs, ranging from pigs to
purpose
Dual
26 head of Holsteinmilk cows, red and roan
bunch.
Good
Shorthorns. Some fresh and heavy spingers.
num
to
Machinery, Household Goods, and other articles
erous to mention,

satisfactory

the

make

6..

No springs on oven door;

OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK
MERCHANDISE IAT FAIR

Or

l i - m ft t

btrttrsnu

PRICES

We Buy Butter and Eggs

Unbreakable malleable iron;
mits

rivet-tig-

Ready-to-We-

ar

WE SOLICT

Hiji

Horse Is Deceived.
sees everything nhmit 22
per cent larger than does a hum. So
man looms up n little
that a
short of seven feet six Inches high.
The fact has, of course, never born
f
proved, but a favorite explanation
the large linage lu a horse's eye Is
that If n horse know man's exact size
he would realize his power aud pass
beyond his control.
A horse
six-fo-

j

,

REMIGIO LOPEZ

JUAN LUJAN

want it.
And get your set of Cooking Ware,

joints; saves fuel

without charge, by purchasing your
Majestic now.

oersneim Mercantile (La

Musings of Martha.
These wonderful business women we
hear so much about may be all right,
but I'd like t' see one of 'em tackle th
Job of getttn' up In th' mornln' nn'
getttn' breakfast for ten before

Aiding Nature.
When it comes to a woman's complexion, art can .be, and often is, of

considerable assistance to nature.
Topeka Capital.
The Harpsichord.
This was the Instrument out of,
which our modern piano grew. It was
more like a grand than an upright
piano and sometimes had two rows of
keys, but It Mas very Inferior in power and tone to the modern Instrument.
It had no pedals, and the wires were
not struck by hammers, but were
plucked by quills. The compass of the
Instrument was about four octaves
which was gradually Increased as It
was Improved upon.

NEW MEX.
Telephone Tattle.
Thieves and beggars have a "cant"
language of their own. When a burglar uses the phrase, "struck by light
ning," he means that he was arrested
by the police whilst engaged on his
little Job, through Information con
veyetl through the telephone.

Mercenary Love.
Two little cousins had quarreled,
and the mother of one of them tried
to make peace. "Amy," she said, "why
did you tell Bobble you wouldn't be

his little sweetheart?" '"Cos be didn't
nsk me," replied Amy Indignantly, "till
he ltnowed I had a new dime!"

We own and control abou

35000 acres of fine
Farm Lands
In Tps. 24 N. and 25 N. Ranges 26 and 27 E. Colfax
"
County. We also have a few

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.
Roy, Solano and Mosquero

See Dr. J. A. Stevens, or Henry Krabbenschmidt,
if you have wheat for sale

Clothing
YOUR PATRONAGE

you know about it, the more you will
'

per-

and repair expense.

Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes

is sup-

ported with strong, durable stako,

Highest Market Prices

Hides, Pelts and all i Farm and Ranch Produce

it

are

many
other Majestic
superiorities.
No other range gives you such value
for your money. See and examine the
Majestic critically at our special Bargain Week Demonstration. The more

Large warming closets, roomy and

ROY,

In the Foster Block, Roy,

clean.

There

and holds any weight placed on it.

C.R. Brown, Clerk

The New Store
LUJAN & SON

A

oven; all parts riveted

convenient, with drop doors.

7.

3E

J

Ma-

Come to our Mcjestic Range

Chas. Baker, Mgr.
Col. A. H. Gerad, Auctioneer.

service

jestic the most economical of ranges.

blue,-- -

nickel trimmings; smooth
stay bright, easy to keep
glass;
as

together, assures perfect baking.
5.

,y t

12. Heavy

saves fuel.

Long range

life, economy of fuel, durability, and

11. Cooking

Lined with Asbestos Board, U inch

Air-tig- ht

.:

n;

Enamel, if desired.
top burnished dark
requires no polish.

longer than Steel

thick; prevents loss of heat and

4.

s

Open end ash-palike shovel, re
moves ashes easily and cleanly.
Ash cup catches ashes that otherwise fall on floor.
10. Doors and splasher back beautifully paneled in White or Blue

hot water reservoir;
shifting lever controls

3 times

of pipe double weight;
pipe collar double strength; front
of flue at top and bottom of oven
covered with indestructible malle-abl- e
iron strongest where others

9.

Body of Charcoal Iron; resists rust

and lasts

o

First joint

are Weakest.

Ma-

water temperature.

any price a range that is equal of
Its first cost is

er

patented

cook-

ing ware anywhere, any lime, for less

the Great Majestic.

to help us

Majestic features of superiority.
A few of the reasons why The
jestic is the range for you.

No extra charge whatever for

than $10.00.

at our store

show and explain to you the many

this extraordinary

We make

me

8.

The representative of the manufacture

References: Springer Bank Colfax County, State Bank
of Springer, N. M. Cimarron Bank Cimarron, N. M.
For dates phone Springer Times Springer,

"

U. S.

Wheat Director License No. 028463H

Small Stock Ranches
All these lands will
Now Í3 the time to buy.
vance very rapidly in the next few months.

ad-

Dont wait until the outsiders
pick it all up get some while it
is cheap.
Will meet interested parties at Roy or Mills ty
appointment. Drop a card in P. O. at Mills or Roy,
Main office 302-- 1st Nat'l Bank bldg Wichita Kans.
3

O. W. Kerr & Company

